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HISTORY OF SCHOOL
New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute (NATLI) is an institute founded on
2009. An institute that mainly offered technical courses for all students and it’s
owned and managed by the school directress who has been an educator for
more than thirty years.
MISSION
To deliver quality and global education services to all individuals through
distance learning modes.
VISION
Individuals who are spiritually and intellectually ready, possessing well-rounded
personality, morally upright and are ready to face the challenges of the new
millennium through borderless education.
GOAL
Provide alternative delivery system of the quality education to those who cannot
attend the formal system due to varied reasons by using the multimedia and
modern trends in acquiring information, knowledge and skills.
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INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion, pollution, stability of tenure, income sources, selfactualization, and work schedule, mode of education, poverty, community
development and sustainability exist as some of the challenges that people may
be facing in the twenty-first century Philippines. With the ever-changing
economic, environmental, political and social landscape of the nation, a new way
of doing things may help in creating opportunities for people in various local
communities.
In the cities especially in Metro Manila and nearby provinces, traffic
congestion serves as the primary challenge that may negatively affect the
economic performance of the nation. Time, money and other resources may be
wasted because of the slow flow of traffic. Instead of saving time and energy that
can be allocated to other activities, those are spent for longer travel time. The
challenges in traffic congestion can also be linked to employment as the
availability of jobs are more accessible in the cities than in the provinces. People
transfer from provinces to the cities and surrounding provinces because of the
opportunities. That scenario leads to increase in population in the cities that may
have produced the existing traffic congestion. The increase of the population in
the cities and spending more time on the road due to traffic congestion may add
to the degrading condition of the surroundings. Air pollution, water contamination
and waste problems may have been aggravated by the migration of people
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looking for jobs. Another problem would be poverty which could have a long term
negative effect in the community especially in the cities. Because of poverty,
many people have troubles in getting jobs with higher pay because of lack of
access to education that supposedly can provide them with the right training and
honing of skills required for employment. The challenges in access to quality
education and employment opportunities may have also led to poverty.
For individuals, they may also face challenges such as getting the dream
job, earning more than enough for their needs, enjoying the work schedule,
taking care of their health and many more. Those can affect the performance at
work and the wellbeing of the individuals. They may also be earning more than
enough but they may have not found the fulfillment in life.
One of the possible solutions to the problems and challenges being faced
by people in the Philippines may have come in the form of the Business Process
Outsourcing Industry. The practice of the BPO Industry stems from the desire of
the foreign companies to outsource or pass some of their business operations to
the country with more affordable labor costs via third party service providers.
Because of the growing popularity of the industry that stemmed from the desire
of foreign companies to minimize their business expenses, Philippines become
one of the countries that have grown with the said industry. As a result, more
Filipinos become employed and enjoy the privilege of higher income. The growth
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has also helped the Philippine economy alongside the remittances from
Overseas Filipino Workers.
The BPO Industry may be categorized into two: the office-based work
such as the call center jobs and the home-based ones which can be called as
remote work or virtual assistant jobs.
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The growing potential of BPO Industry may prove to be sustainable and
beneficial to more Filipinos. As more companies from developed countries
outsource their business operations to developing nations like the Philippines,
the industry becomes more viable and a good source of income and benefits for
Filipinos. In addition, they also get to grow their career as promotions await for
those who can meet the target performance metrics provided by the BPO
Company. Some may have received promotions even without a college degree.
Other than the benefits of good salary and career growth, BPO companies
offer their employees more flexibility in terms of the attire of employees.
Numerous companies allow their employees to wear smart casual clothing
instead of full corporate attire. In addition, they also offer other support like
regular meetings and gatherings, awarding, sometimes staff lunch and even
scholarship programs. The growth in the business process outsourcing industry
may be considered as one of the fastest as compared to other industries in the
Philippines.
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With the choice of working in the office or working from home, people in
the Philippines have the option where to work or where to pursue the career in
the said industry. With many possibilities to come out from a career in that
industry, people find it a lucrative source of income and career growth. The
growth may also show potential in producing more entrepreneurs especially for
those who want to start their own business.
The transition from being an employee into an entrepreneur may be
bridged in BPO Industry by shifting from office-based career to homebased
remote work. By having a career performed right at home without an immediate
boss, some professionals explore the possibilities. They become their own
immediate boss being responsible for their own actions, decisions and directions
in their careers.
The researcher has found out the possibilities in the BPO Industry to help
not only oneself but also other people and the community in general. The study
may open up a new possibility of a training model that is easy to understand,
follow and apply for anybody who wants to venture into the homebased career
such as being a virtual assistant.
Being a virtual assistant does not signify any get-rich schemes. One
needs to work hard to achieve success in that profession. Various skills are
necessary to gain clients and earn more than enough income, but the challenge
is that the virtual assistant industry in the Philippines is still young and evolving.
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There are no regulating body or professional organization that regulates the
practice of the said career. New virtual assistants may find themselves confused
when they directly dive into the profession. Although there are various trainings
being offered by different experienced virtual assistants, there is no one way or
standard to follow to move forward in the industry. Some may become confused
as different opinions or advices are given by various seasoned virtual assistants.
To clear up the confusion, the researcher proposes to create a training model
and conduct a study on that matter.
The creation of a training model involving the virtual assistant industry
includes four disciplines or four fields of study: Those are education, sociology,
information technology and entrepreneurship. In the process of formulating the
training model may also give rise to a new field of study which the researcher
would like to propose: edusocial technopreneurship. The joint fields of studies
become trendy in the twenty-first century research since people have found out
interrelationships and interconnections of one field to another. In the case of the
proposed study, the four fields will be used to produce a sustainable model. Each
field of study will be explored in the succeeding paragraphs.
First of all, as the study falls under the business and information
management program, the main concern will revolve around entrepreneurship.
The field promotes the exploration of people to choose a career outside of
employment and may serve as a good alternative or another source of income. In
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entrepreneurship, people become entrepreneurs and the owners of their own
businesses. They are their own boss and they somehow run all aspects of their
businesses from decision-making to management, accounting, marketing and
sales and other functions. Since the study is under an interdisciplinary program,
technology will be used in conjunction with entrepreneurship which gives rise to
the term technopreneurship.
Technopreneurship is already being used by people to pertain to the
practice of running and owning a business which focuses on the information
technology such as web development, programming, social media management,
search engine optimization and many more. With the rise of the use of the
internet, more businesses operate and rely on the technology to flourish and
operate their businesses which makes technopreneurship a viable option in
doing business.
The researcher has considered including other disciplines in promoting
technopreneurship. The other two disciplines are education and sociology. In the
field of education, the training for aspiring virtual assistant will be applied in the
study via the learning management system called Modular Object-Oriented
Dynamic Learning Environment (MOODLE) which will serve as the platform for
learning and training. Lastly, the sociological aspect will be included by making
use of engaging activities in the training model for aspiring virtual assistants. In
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particular, games will be used to make the training immersive and the whole
system will be gamified.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The project plans to address the need of formulating a training model for
people who want to explore the career of handling their own business in the
homebased BPO Industry.


The current condition of learning for aspiring virtual assistants
consume much time before they become credible in the field.



Aspiring virtual assistants in the Philippines need to pay for expensive
virtual assistant training from mentors abroad.



Local virtual assistant trainings exist, but they differ in terms of content.



Normally, professionals experience the lack of flexibility at work as they
need to follow strict work schedule, rules and guidelines that their
companies require from them.



In the Philippines, there is no set standards regarding the core skills
and virtual assistant practices.



Lack of interactivities hinder the motivation of aspiring virtual assistants
from piquing especially when they rely on personal research to learn
about the VA profession.



Free trainings exist but they have limited to no continuous support.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The general objectives of the project are


To develop a new systematic and sustainable training model using a
website built using a content management system called WordPress and
a learning management system called Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic
Learning Environment (MOODLE)



To open a new field of discipline coming from four existing fields of
studies:

education,

sociology,

information

technology

and

entrepreneurship.
The specific objectives of the research are as follows:


To provide time-efficient training for aspiring virtual assistants


To eliminate the trial-and-error practice of aspiring virtual assistants



To eliminate the confusion regarding the knowledge that aspiring
virtual assistants need by providing them the information instead of
searching on their own and learning from multiple sources



To provide affordable one stop area for training


To provide an option for aspiring virtual assistants especially to
those who are in tight budget.



To teach them the important information in a platform that is
accessible anytime and anywhere as long as there is an internet
connection.
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To disseminate the information regarding the perks of being a
virtual assistant



To provide trainings that enhance adaptability.


To emphasize the importance of flexibility in the virtual assistance
profession



To assist the aspiring virtual assistants in enhancing their
capabilities in adjusting to the needs of their potential clients.



To provide trainings that will show edge in terms of technical knowledge
and skills.


To familiarize the aspiring virtual professionals to the different
specializations that VAs can explore.



To help the aspiring virtual assistants identify the core skills for
different roles that VAs play as professionals in the BPO industry.



To provide document and reference on how to become a VA.


To encourage the participants to create outputs that can showcase
their skills and abilities



To organize their accomplishments into easy-to-check and
attractive presentation for prospective business clients



To present the achievements of the participants to their possible
clients in a marketable format
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To provide the route towards entrepreneurship with easy-to-learn
information on how to run a business


To assist them on how to become entrepreneurs by shifting their
career to a home-based BPO profession which is characterized by
identical practices in working in the office without the hassle of
having a boss



To provide timely updates and adjustments of training prior to institution or
group of people.


To provide the necessary flexibility that they can get by working as
virtual assistants compared to what employees get



To encourage them to learn and explore the virtual assistant
industry as a source of decent income without leaving their families
behind



To provide interactive methods of learning and would make trainings fun.


To use computer games to provide an immersive learning
environment.



To make use of a reward and ranking system via gamification of the
Learning Management System.



To create and apply the other web-based games as exciting and
learning-enhancing tools.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The project will serve as a relevant to the twenty-first century career and
economy as the use of information technology such as internet, programs and
other applications help in the flourishing businesses in various industries
especially in the business process outsourcing. The study will make use of the
five existing disciplines to formulate a well-rounded, long-lasting, effective and
efficient training model.
The multidisciplinary approach in formulating the business and training
system will produce a sustainable way of doing the business and will make
duplication and sharing of the practices to be as easy as possible since the
product of the study may possibly help in solving the case of unemployment. It
will also serve as a bridge to create a smooth transition for employees who want
to start their own business.
The application of gamification and game-based learning can enhance the
learning of the participants faster, efficient and effective. The study will also test
the claims that games can enhance and engage the trainees to hasten their
learning process.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Current Advantages of Traditional Method in Becoming a Virtual Assistant
The following are considered to be the current advantages of the study:
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There is freedom for aspiring virtual assistants to learn what they want
through research and trial-and-error.



There is room for formal research and study in constructing the training
system for aspiring virtual assistants.
Current Disadvantages of Traditional Method in Becoming a Virtual
Assistant



The following are the current disadvantages of the topic:



The trial-and-error ways in learning the virtual industry takes a lot of time



The paid trainings are expensive



There are multiple information available through the internet that may
cause confusion to aspiring virtual assistants



The available learning materials for aspiring virtual assistants are not
engaging since they do not make use of game-based learning and
gamification



Free trainings are available but the extent of the support is limited
Proposed Advantages

The project has the following proposed advantages:


It will be used as a training platform for those looking for alternative to
employment
13
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It will serve as a bridge between employment and entrepreneurship
through similarities in the nature of work between an employee and a
virtual assistant



It will further develop as a field of study or discipline called edusocial
technopreneurship



It will become a sustainable model for both individuals and communities
starting with a centralized online training system



It will provide the basic knowledge in starting an online homebased career
from website and social media platforms to nature of work and required
skills for the duties of a virtual assistant



It will promote the advancement in the field of IT and BPO Industry as
aspiring

virtual

assistants

can

upgrade

their

skills

and

pursue

entrepreneurial ventures in the BPO industry.


It will be a solution to current challenges in the economy from finances to
conditions of the businesses.



It will allow enjoyment and excitement to be fused with serious matters
such as training and education.
The

research

project

will

pioneer

in

the

field

of

edusocial

technopreneurship as it will venture out in building a long-lasting, effective and
efficient business and training system. It will transform the potential in the field of
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virtual assistant industry and use it as the building blocks towards creation of
businesses that may later on produce more jobs.
The study will also help in the advancement in the field of information
technology and business process industry since the virtual assistant industry
seems to be a subset of the BPO Industry. Guidelines and best practices may be
laid out in the project to create a basis for professionalizing the career in the
homebased BPO Industry further.
The project will also serve as a solution to the challenges that the nation
faces such as unemployment, underemployment, traffic congestion, air pollution,
and provincial development, condition of the economy and the standard of living
of the citizens as it promotes home-based and online business and career.
The study will also emphasize the use of games in uplifting the quality of
education and training through rewards, rankings, quests and other web-based
activities. They can captivate the attention and motivation of the participants to
make the whole training engaging.
Proposed Disadvantages
The study also has proposed disadvantages such as:


There should be a budget to be used for the initial startup cost



Some of the necessary software and apps cannot be used for free



The study will include four existing disciplines making it a broad research.



Possible lack of literature that tackles the exact topic of the research
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Costly



Creating the online training system takes time because of numerous
applications and software to be used for the study.
Because the project will serve as a pioneering study in a new field, there

can be a shortage of exact literature that can be used to back up the research.
The researcher may look into the studies from related fields to be used as
literature in establishing the project. The study may also be costly since it is not a
follow-up study. It may be prone to errors as the business model is a first of its
kind in the field of interest.
SCOPE AND DELIMITATION
The study will focus on training ten technical-vocational students of New
Alabang Technical and Learning Institute to become virtual assistants using
Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment (MOODLE).

It will

make use of interactive games ranging from memory games to role-playing
games to make the online training interactive. The training system will include the
basic personality development and communication skills, different niches or
specializations that a virtual assistant can choose to master, the required
equipment to do the job, the applications and software needed by the
homebased professionals, the ethics in the virtual assistant industry and the
basic skills necessary to enter the industry.
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REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES AND LITERATURE
History of Outsourcing in General
Outsourcing has been part of the business practices ever since
employment becomes a standard in the industrial world and some tasks are done
outside of the premises of the business. During the times that particular duties
cannot be accomplished by some staffs, the tasks are delegated to talented and
skilled people. Because of that business practice, people are trained to focus on
certain skillsets and professions called specializations.
Outsourcing becomes popular as hiring a contractual third party service
provider which means the professional works with the company but not exactly a
part of the company. He gets paid for his professional skills and not a part of the
company payroll (Burkholder, 2006).

He performs several duties that an

employee cannot accomplish or the company cannot sustain the expenses for
maintaining regular employees to do the job.
The practice of outsourcing goes back in the history of civilization and the
establishment of businesses and industries. The settlement of people and
creating their groups called villages allowed the production of goods and food to
sustain themselves. Trading within villages was organized by their leaders as
commodities became necessary in everyday lives of the village people. Since
some necessities could not be produced within a village, each village engaged in
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trade with other villages and the inter-village trade became an early practice of
outsourcing (Bidgoli, 2004).
During the nineteenth and twentieth century business, corporations did not
practice outsourcing as they prefer to conduct all of the business operations by
themselves especially for the manufacturing companies. They would start from
gathering the needed materials that would be processed to become goods that
would be available in the market. They would also take charge in shipping the
products to their own stores and sold them directly to the consumers (Amiti and
Wei, 2004). When it comes to workers or employees, they did not also observe
outsourcing.
Businesses had their own employees. They hired the skilled professionals
to work within the companies as they rendered their expertise in accounting,
management, legal matters, marketing, and many more. Big companies even
hired workers for the construction and design of their manufacturing facilities.
With the arrival of the Industrial Revolution, the business landscape
changed. Business owners made use of outsourcing as a legitimate business
practice. They entered a contractual obligation with other businesses to support
their operations instead of doing all of the business processes on their own.
Business service companies such as engineering, business consulting,
insurance and law offices began to provide services to a handful of diverse
business clients (Tallant, 2011). Since information technology did not yet exist,
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the outsourced services to third party businesses were usually placed in the
neighboring vicinity of the companies.
Through time, the manufacturing industry discovered the effectiveness
and efficiency of outsourcing as companies contracted the consumer goods
production to other manufacturers in other places such as overseas. They
practiced outsourcing to cut their labor expenses since the companies in
developed nations experienced high overhead cost of maintenance from utilities
to rental space, taxes and payroll. Those companies made use of differences in
foreign exchange rates to locate the countries with lower operating costs but with
talented pool of professionals and workers. As soon as they found out that the
said practice really worked, more businesses decided to tap other business
service providers from the developing countries.
By 1980s, companies tapped the technological advancement and
computer operations were started to be outsourced such as the computerized
payroll services. Data entry, accounting, billing and other related practices were
outsourced by companies to save money.
The Rise of Business and Knowledge Process Outsourcing
The advancement in technology and the businesses reaching the global
scale created opportunities in the international arena. The business process
outsourcing (BPO) came into the practice of companies as innovation happened
quickly in technology. BPO generated its own presence as a distinct industry
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from outsourcing even though it is a subset of the latter. BPO focused on getting
third-party service provider to perform the operations and duties in place of
fulltime employees. It promotes the delegation of tasks and business process to
professionals outside of the company in the form of individual practitioners or call
centers and business service organizations (Duening and Click, 2005). Large
companies are not the only ones that benefit from BPO since small to mediumsized enterprises also tap the external talents in the said industry. Various
processes can be accomplished by BPO service providers and they can be
classified accordingly.
Majority of the BPO work falls under back office outsourcing and front
office outsourcing for transactional and knowledge-based processes. Back office
outsourcing consists of internal operations which includes accounting and human
resources. Front office outsourcing differs from back office as it focus in dealing
with clients and customers. Other outsourced duties under BPO includes
technology, business, energy, technology, travel and media. Normally, the
outsourced services to BPO providers relate to administrative duties which are
vital to the operation of the companies but do not focus on value-generating
efforts. In short, the services that BPO offer include software, hardware and
manpower-related components (Sople, 2016).
Globally, services that are outsourced has grown from $45 billion to
almost $100 billion within twelve years from 2000 to 2012. The growth is
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attributed to the efforts of companies to find affordable ways of business
operations by contracting call centers and BPO businesses in developing nations
(Pereira and Malik, 2015). Those countries with lower labor costs than the pricing
of labor in developed nations become the opportunities for those countries to
strengthen their economy while the companies from the developed countries are
able to continuously grow while reducing their expenses. Normally, those nations
are known to have a good set of English-speaking talent pool that ensure the
companies to easily communicate with the foreign professionals. India and
Philippines becomes the top providers of third-party business services because
of the said conditions such as the mastery over English language and
Information Technology.
Companies are not the only ones that benefit from the services provided
by the professionals in the developing countries since even small and medium
enterprises also subscribe to the business services from the external sources.
The practice has led to the growth and evolution of the BPO industry via
technological advances in internet and telecommunications. The market
continues to expand as companies of varying sizes find offshoring as efficient
and cost-effective for their business operations.
In the past twenty years, technological advancement and development
occurred rapidly as the internet and telecommunications are used globally to
connect, transact and do business. The outsourcing aspect of the BPO was used
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to be almost the same as offshoring to lower company spending while getting the
desired results through the talented workforce from countries like Philippines and
India. They used to standardize the internal business functions and later on
realized that they can save thirty to fifty percent by allowing external service
provider to do the job (Winkler, 2009). From the practices of offshoring, the BPO
industry progressed by adding other integrated services which goes beyond
payroll and customer service. BPO service providers function as partners to
clients and not just third party business that accomplish projects for the business
clients. They take risk, involve themselves in complicated duties and accept
responsibilities in the business results.
As the competition in the BPO marketplace becomes stiff, numerous
businesses view the industry as a motivation for innovation which goes beyond
cost-cutting practices. Business service providers also target small and mediumsized businesses and startups which do not have in-house staffs for particular
divisions. BPO service providers serve as the plug-and-play division of those
kinds of businesses. The perspective in terms of manpower also change as the
intensive services such as telemarketing and customer service focuses on being
satisfied by smaller unit and third party service provider instead of in-house
employees with permanent roles (Duening and Click, 2005). Flexibility and skilled
workforce provide the advantage of BPO over permanent manpower within the
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companies; In addition, as long as complex processes cannot be automated by
systems, BPO will remain to be a viable option to all size of businesses.
At some point, clients and customer from developed nations criticize some
outsourced services to be poor, but as long as the open market and the
businesses think globally, BPO industry will remain to be an edge in the business
practice.
The growth of BPO industry can also be attributed to the progress of its
sub-industry which is the KPO or Knowledge Process Outsourcing. The
complicated duties and process are outsourced to service providers and those
functions provide additional value the overall operations of the companies.
Usually, the services included fall under the research and development, legal
services, animation, and market services. Those specialized practices and
disciplines push the practice of KPO for specialized solutions for a fraction of cost
instead of making use of in-house resources (Mehrotra, 2005).
KPO service providers also separate itself from BPO organizations in
terms of hiring staffs. In a normal BPO job, basic education meets the minimum
educational requirement while KPO job needs staffs who master a specific
discipline. When it comes to training, the same also applies since KPO
businesses provide niche-specific and comprehensive training than BPO
establishments. In other words, BPO industry provides a job scope for
generalists while KPO industry targets specialists. Because of the rigorous
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training, specialized skillsets and value of KPOs, businesses conduct research
regarding KPO organizations to ensure that they get the most fitted to their needs
and gain the upper hand in the market competition (Sople, 2016).
Despite of their differences, both Business Process Outsourcing and
Knowledge Process Outsourcing provide cost-effective and efficient practices for
business operations to achieve organizational goals. With the growing number of
businesses that make use of business and knowledge process outsourcing,
professionals and service providers spawn as independent contractors who can
work from home as long as they have the internet connection and working
computer. The home-based BPO professionals become known as virtual
assistants (Lopez et. al., 2016).
The Concept of Education
People usually associate education with schooling since the State
supports people to acquire education through institutions like schools, colleges
and universities. Others gather and develop their skills and knowledge by
working especially in the field of education and research as researcher, tutor or
teacher. Education promotes learning, understanding, developing skills, attitudes
and beliefs. Education usually occurs under the guidance of teachers, mentors
and educators, but it also happens without the guidance of education
professionals through self-directed learning.
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With the prevailing system of education wherein many follow distinct and
planned learning practices, many have identified education to be exactly the
same as schooling. The view in schooling focuses on the concept of banking
wherein knowledge is deposited into the minds of the students much like a
depositor stores his money to his bank account to increase his savings. The
focus of the education becomes the system and processes instead of treating the
students as people that react and relate (Ergas, 2017).
Education at its core promotes the process of discovery of possibilities
and promotes expansion of understanding and ideas. The social dimension of
education also adds up to the use of education in bringing out the skills and
talents of the learners. The bigger perspective of education considers the
learners to be informed and wise as the aspect of possibilities in becoming better
than before has been considered. The social dimension stresses the importance
of interaction and collaboration as the ground for people to learn from one
another (Lambropoulos and Romero, 2010).
Education takes place in either formal or informal environment and leaves
a long-lasting impression of appreciation and understanding manifested in the
behavior and thoughts of the learner. In the formal setting, education is divided
into stages from kindergarten to college and graduate level depending upon the
age and academic performance of the learner. Some stops at high school which
is commonly the compulsory education for many countries. Others pursue higher
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education by going to college or university and some of them even pursue
advance degrees via the graduate school. In the informal setting, the learners
can gain knowledge and wisdom through experience, work, internships and
apprenticeships, books, workshops and seminars, and many more (Wallace,
2007).
Beyond the Traditional Education
Some people looked for other forms of education aside from the traditional
classroom education ran by the public school system. The practices in the
alternatives differed from the traditional by changing the style and setup of
learning as observed in alternative schools, homeschooling and unschooling.
Some of the popular alternative schools are Waldorf schools, Montessori schools
and open classroom schools (Nagata, 2006).
Another form of education goes by the name of Indigenous education. The
focus revolves around the culture of the indigenous people living in the rural
areas and with long traces of rich history of a country. The approach involves
both formal and non-formal practices (Mellor and Corrigan, 2004). The whole
system of indigenous education aims to preserve the rich culture and tradition of
those people and protect it from erosion that is caused by colonialism.
Informal learning also falls under other forms of education as it does not
follow any curriculum and order of learning. It happens outside of any educational
establishment and is incorporated in the everyday life. It happens naturally and
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spontaneously which subjects it to scrutiny because of its authenticity as a form
of education. Normally, it includes language acquisition and cultural immersion
(Cross, 2011).
Another form of education is the autodidacticism or self-directed learning.
It allows a full control of the learner with regards to what he wants to study and
learn. He can spend a lot of time in trial-and-error as long as he wants it. He does
a lot of research and read educational websites and books in the library
(Solomon, 2003).
The last form of education goes to electronic learning or open and
distance education. As a form of non-traditional education, its efficiency and
effectiveness were questioned in the past, but with the advancement of
technology especially the existence of the internet, open and distance education
evolved to a robust form of learning with the use of various software and
multimedia delivered online. Its cost can be more expensive than traditional
schooling, but its flexibility makes it a mode of education for people who have
other commitments in life and cannot go to school everyday (Lopez, 2017).
The Online and Distance Education
The use of technology especially the computer and internet in learning
allows a student to learn anytime and anywhere with flexibility. The learner can
adjust the place and time of his education depending upon his availability. It only
requires him a gadget (laptop, personal computer, tablet or smart phone) and an
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internet connection. He logs in through an online portal or website using his
username and password to enter the online classroom which contains the
courses and topics.
The use of equipment or tools in assisting the facilitation of learning goes
back to the ancient times where the ancient people carved on walls. Later on,
various tools emerged such as abacus and writing slates until the invention of the
printing press that allowed publication of books for distribution and keeping. It
became the precursor to modern day printers which are powered by computers
and electricity. Other devices used were the radio and television for course
delivery especially for people who are in remote locations.
The University of Illinois in 1960s created the first linked computer
terminals that served as the precursor to the idea of e-learning. Audio and video
files were accessible from one computer to another because of the wired
connections (Moore, 2013).
By 1971, Deschooling Society was published as a book which promoted
the concept of learning webs as an educational model to connect to one another
as part of the learning process. The learning webs were followed by a series of
developments in the use of computer in learning. Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray
Turoff led the use of the computer at the New Jersey Institute of Technology
while University of Guelph was one of the early proponents of the computerbased learning in Canada. In United Kingdom, The Council for Educational
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Technology promoted the said educational model as the National Development
Programme in Computer Aided Learning was led by the government (Durbin,
1991).
The widespread use of computer and interconnected devices started in
the middle of 1980s and continued to 1990s until the development of the
worldwide web. The distance education through e-learning copied the autocratic
teaching style wherein the focus is the transfer of knowledge using the computer
and technology (Lopez, 2017). In contrast, the trends in the twenty-first century
focused in systems wherein the learners do not study in isolation but they share
their knowledge for a collaborative learning. Since the advent of the computer
and learning network, videoconferencing became a common practice in
education. The use of telecommunication device allows people to conduct
meetings and discussions with audio and video capabilities.
With the development of World Wide Web during the 1990s, educators
make use of multi-object oriented sites that are virtual reality systems with pure
texts for content and course creation. Other than that system, CD ROM
technology was used to support the learning of students which contain text and
multimedia that showcase the concepts of the courses or disciplines that they
tackle (Lopez, 2017).
In the year 1994, the first high school online education was established
and certain metrics or measurements were used for evaluating the effectiveness
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of online and distance education such as scalability, affordability, portability and
sustainability. Scalability concerns itself with the size or the area that the
technology in distance education can cover while affordability focuses on the
monetary expense for running and conducting online education (Moore, 2013).
Portability refers to the capability to bring the education and learning anytime and
anywhere while sustainability stresses the importance of long-lasting costeffectiveness of the learning system.
E-learning or online learning can either assist the existing classroom
education or let it standalone as a mode of course delivery. It depends upon the
educational institutions and the instructors on how they use e-learning for
education. Some prefer it to be fully online while others want hybrid or blended
learning which is a mix of classroom education and online learning.
The mode of learning in online education can be either synchronous or
asynchronous. Synchronous learning pertains to the element of time wherein the
students interact or study at the same time while asynchronous learning allow
self-paced education for the learners (Iskander, 2007).
Normally, linear learning refers to the self-paced educational activities that
make use of gadgets from smartphone to tablet. The assessments and activities
are composed of drag-and-drop, button-clicking and interactive games that can
be easily recorded and gauged by the learning software. The accomplishments
can be symbolized by virtual badges and certificates. The interactivity of online
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education can provide an alternative to classroom activities. Although it offers
learner engagement and interactivity, the use of computer-assisted training takes
a huge amount of resources from expensive software to time-consuming
authoring of courses.
Synchronous learning makes use of collaborative system of learning
wherein learning games, activities, discussion boards, video conferencing and
group projects are done by the students together (Iskander, 2007). They make
use of discussion boards, interactive white boards, videoconferencing apps,
social network and forums go contribute and develop their understanding
together.
For asynchronous learning, collaboration can still be done using online
forums, emails and chats. That form of learning allows the maximum flexibility to
cater to the learning needs of the student. It also provides maximum control of
the learner when it comes to pacing and method of learning (Iskander, 2007).
Learning Management System
The learning management system or LMS allows the users especially the
educators and trainers to create, document, observe, track, evaluate and deliver
their courses online without the need for coding or programming. With the help of
LMS, instructors can provide and measure the learning content, assignments,
tests, student progress and evaluations (Fyffe, 2015).
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The LMS contains various features that support classes of different
formats ranging from self-paced distance education courses to blended learnings
and classroom education. LMS has been programmed to limit the access to the
course content based upon the settings chosen by the educators. It also allows
the course provider to force the learners to register for an account. It also
administers student progress and records through certain parameters which the
educators can measure and access through analytics or processed data. LMS
also allows the educators to identify the training and learning goals (Lee, 2009).
LMS is not only used by educational institutions as it also manages the
corporate trainings and continuing education of the employees in companies. It
also provides the platform for web-based compliance and information for certain
industries such as pharmaceuticals, financial services and the business process
outsourcing. With different LMS available whether for free or paid services, it
provides tailor-fit features for the learners and trainees (Fyffe, 2015). Some
learning management systems even handle the competency assessments,
employee appraisals, competency-based learning and even succession planning.
Even though there are different platforms and digital tools to support
education, learning management system becomes the general term to any
course management systems, virtual learning platforms and even computerbased educational and assessment tool.
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MOODLE
MOODLE is a popular learning management system programmed using
PHP with a General Public License which means it can be modified and used for
both commercial and non-commercial purposes. With its flexibility in terms of
features, it becomes the popular choice for different learning settings such as
classroom setting, blended learning (combination of classroom and online
learning), and purely online course delivery of various institutions ranging from
universities, schools and even companies and industries (Dvorak, 2011).
The MOODLE Project started in the hands of Martin Dougiamas and
Alejandro Fish to assist the educators with online course delivery built upon
collaborative and interactive content creation which evolved throughout the
years. It was initially released in 2002 and continuously changed in the course of
time and it is currently handled by thirty developers of an Australian company
called Moodle HQ. eighty four partner services companies around the globe
supports the development and efforts in keeping MOODLE free and feature-rich
(Cole and Foster, 2008).
MOODLE management features can be customized based upon the
needs of the target learners. It can be installed in web hosting or saved locally
depending upon the discretion of the trainers and educators. The flexibility of its
features and management capabilities can be adjusted using the plugins in zip
format

that

can

be

downloaded

at

the

official

site

of

MOODLE
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(https://www.moodle.org). The flexibility of plugins extend the capabilities that
MOODLE can do for the online course delivery. With hundreds of available
plugins, users can customize their online classrooms.
One particular kind of plugin is called the themes which can change the
graphics and appearance of Moodle together with its layout and some
functionalities of each course.
Moodle has been used in many nations around the world that leads to its
availability in over 100 languages. It also provides language packs at its official
site for language support (Buchner, 2011).
In terms of support, it also allows mobile access as the Moodle-hosted
website can be accessed using handheld gadgets and adjusts the layout to the
screen-size (Cole and Foster, 2008).
When it comes to deployment, Moodle can be installed on a web server
like Apache HTTP Server and other database management system. It can also
be installed in an automated manner using one-click installs such as Softaculous.
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Chapter II
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SEMANTICS
Information
Traditional Way of Getting a Job
People usually go to companies for job opportunities after they
finish their college education. Others apply for jobs even though they have not
yet finished college because of financial constraints. The ever-growing population
of the labor force poses a risk of tight competition and lack of sustainable
opportunities. Companies hire top talents based on certain qualifications such as
education, work experience and other achievements. Graduates of popular and
large universities hold the winning edge over those who are undergraduates and
graduates of lesser known colleges and universities. To bridge the gap, other job
applicants earn work experience through volunteer programs, internships and
further trainings. In applying for a job, there are also other concerns such as the
expenses an applicant gets.
In traditional style of getting a job, people need to spend for the
documentary requirements, transportation and food expenses, and even house
rental expenses for those who live far from the company they will work for. Other
than monetary expenses, there are other expenses such as the time spent in
traffic congestion, health conditions because of the environment and being far
from loved ones.
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In applying for a job in traditional employment, the applicant needs to pass
his resume to the office of the company and wait for the business to contact him
for an interview. In some cases, companies accept walk-in applicants that can go
directly to interview and testing with the so-called one-day hiring process. In
other cases, companies collaborate with one another together with the help of
event organizers that create job fairs in various places. Sometimes the job fairs
are sponsored by the local government. Job seekers register and visit the job
fairs to look for work. Usually one-day hiring process is observed in job fairs and
those events serve as networking events to connect those who look for work and
those who look for workers.
Once the job applicant gets accepted, he needs to complete his
documentary requirements and usually undergoes paid training sponsored by the
company that hires him. He spends time, effort and money for the requirements
and goes for the training. Once he finished his training, he is considered to be a
probationary or regular employee of the company. He needs to stick to the rules
and regulations in the company from dress code to proper decorum. He also
needs to accept and practice the company culture and understand the sanctions.
He also needs to follow the work schedule with little flexibility. His work also
involves work routines and some may find it boring for long periods of time. With
the challenges being faced by employees, some of them want to look for an
alternative.
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Virtual Assistant Career: An Alternative to Employment
For those who are looking for an alternative career that eliminate the
existing challenges in traditional employment, home-based profession can
provide them the opportunity of earning with less challenges. In an online and
home-based career, a virtual assistant makes use of a computer and internet
connection to do the job. He performs his duties remotely and makes use of
twenty-first century tools such as web browsers, voice over internet protocol, chat
messengers, social media, office productivity tools and many more. He does not
need to travel every day to go to work. In addition, he does not need to wear a
uniform to do the job. He can even work in his pajamas and on bed. His work
also involves flexibility in schedule as he can work at his own pace depending
upon the contract that he gets. He can also work wherever he wants as long as
he has the gadget and the internet connection. The important part involves the
accomplishment of the tasks within the project deadline. In terms of job
application for a virtual assistant, he still needs professionalism but the setup
looks a bit different from job application in a corporate setting.
As a prospective virtual assistant, he needs to wear smart casual or at
least any presentable attire since some business clients require a video call for
the job interview. A prospective home-based professional also needs to pass a
resume together with a link to his social media, website, freelance profile and
portfolio. In the virtual assistant industry, portfolio gains an upper hand over
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educational background since the companies look for skilled professionals that
can deliver real results. Some prefer project-based work while others choose
long-term relationship with a virtual assistant. Depending upon the needs of the
company, the prospective virtual assistant must adjust. He must make sure that
he produces a decent portfolio as that serves as the primary tool to showcase his
talents and get hired. He also needs to brush up his English communication skills
as his prospective “employer” or business client are normally foreigners. Since
English is the standard language in the professional world, a professional needs
a certain mastery of the language. The business client will most likely hire the
virtual assistant with technical skills based on portfolio and with decent
communication skills based on interview.
Once the virtual assistant gets hired, he is required by the business client
to use project management tools, email, social media and chat messenger for
communication purposes. In addition, there are some clients that make use of
time tracking software to make sure that the virtual assistant performs his duties.
Screenshots are taken in regular or irregular time interval depending upon the
software and it records an idle time if the virtual professional stops making any
computer activities measured by keystrokes and mouse clicks.
The Business Perspective
From a business perspective, hiring and maintaining employees is more
expensive than getting virtual assistants to do the job since employees require
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benefits and other operating expenses. On the other hand, allowing virtual
assistants to do the job require professional fee only as they are the ones
responsible for maintaining their operations by including the necessary expenses
in running their service business. Companies can save time, effort, money and
other resources through outsourcing than insourcing which is the maintenance of
company employees and operations within the business.
At a glance, the following shows how a company or a business benefit
from working with virtual assistants compared to hiring employees:


The company saves money from recruitment and training



The business has an extra work but not sufficient to hire a fulltime
employee



The business does not need to pay for break time



The company does not need to invest in equipment and tools



There is no need for an office space for business operations



The company operations remains confidential



The help of a specialist is needed in business operations



The virtual assistant works in a more flexible manner than an employee



The business owner can free some of his time

First, the company cuts off expenses for recruitment and training when
looking and working with a virtual assistant because human resource operations
in recruitment and training are not needed anymore. The company does not
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need to undergo the whole recruitment process starting from selection until hiring
a trainee because a virtual assistant selection process is faster and more
efficient. The business process service provider lists the services it can offer and
the top talents for each service. The business owner can just choose from the list
of top-performing virtual assistants whom he thinks can deliver his desired
results. In that manner, training a professional is also not needed since it is
expected that the virtual assistant already has the experience and mastery over
the skills necessary for the duties at hand.
Second, the business has an extra work but not sufficient to hire a fulltime
employee. Sometimes a company can have extra projects to accomplish but the
extras are not enough to open a fulltime position in the company. As a solution, a
virtual assistant can take that place and deliver the duties needed by the
business.
Third, the business can save time through outsourcing by not paying for
break time in contrast with maintaining company employees who are paid for
their idle time. Employees need to be paid once they are inside the office or they
stay within the office hours while virtual assistants are only paid based upon the
agreed length of work time or per project basis.
Fourth, the company saves money by cutting off the investment in tools
and equipment. Since the projects are outsourced to third party service provider,
all of the necessary tools are the concern of the service provider and not by the
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client company. What the client company needs to think about is the budget for
the outsourced projects.
Fifth, the client business operates with a home office or a smaller office
space compared to companies that do not outsource. The former saves money
by eliminating the office rental space or minimizing it together with the savings
from maintaining huge offices and utilities expense. The latter spends more
resources especially money since all they do is insourcing and they shoulder the
maintenance and operations of all business functions.
Sixth, the company operations remain confidential since third party service
providers are bounded by contracts and obligations to their client businesses.
Once they violate any of the provisions according to their agreements, they may
face legal sanctions.
Seventh, specialists remain to be vital to business operations as they have
the needed skillset to get the job done. Learning those skills take a lot of time so
training in-house employees can be costly to companies. If ever they want to hire
specialists as fulltime employees, that will be costly too since they need to use
their resources for hiring and recruitment and maintaining specialists as their
staffs.
Eighth, virtual assistants prove to be more flexible than employees since
they can juggle various works at the same time. Since they work at home, they
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have more capabilities to work in shifting schedules and emergency situations.
They do not have the excuse of not being able to do that.
Lastly, the owner can free up his time since he do not need to do all of the
operations for his business. He can focus his time and energy in making plans
and strategies to grow his business.
Virtual Assistant Training
Various trainings exist for virtual assistants and they usually require
payment before aspiring and existing virtual assistants can access the trainings.
Some professionals conduct in-person workshops and trainings while others do
those trainings fully online. Still, there are trainers who prefer to make use of
blended learning wherein both the online access and face-to-face workshops are
conducted.
Face-to-face workshops and trainings boost learning engagement of the
trainees as they get to interact with one another. They can also verify their
understanding regarding the topics immediately as the trainers can provide
immediate feedbacks. They also have live discussions and group projects that
promote learning through sharing of knowledge and experience.
For the online trainings, the major challenge pose by geographical
locations is eliminated since aspiring virtual assistants can learn by accessing the
courses through the internet. They only need to visit the training website and
login using their username and password.
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For blended learning, both the internet and in-person training are utilized.
This technique permits the trainees to get immediate feedback and share their
knowledge through collaboration offline while getting the advantage of flexibility
using the online tools.
Analysis
Traditional Way of Getting a Job
From a prospective of a job seeker, applying for a job can be an easy way
to find a job since there are many support and information that can guide them in
following the search and application process. The downside goes to the tedious
process that they need to undergo since they are checked by hirers in terms of
their personality, educational attainment, previous experience and other
capabilities. They also need to wear formal clothing to be presentable. The
applicants must also to go to job fairs and online to look for available jobs and
pass their resumes. Afterwards, companies contact them for initial interview if the
job seekers get the attention of the hirers. Then, they need to attend the initial
interview and pass it. After the initial interview, the shortlisted applicants may
undergo testing from practical to written exams. Once they pass, they will go for
a final interview before they are hired.
The long application and hiring process are time-consuming and money
wasted since the job seekers need to pay for their own transportation, food,
printing of resume and cover letter and their effort to go to company offices and
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locations of job fairs. Once they are officially hired, they also have another set of
expenses as they need to spend time and money for their documents from
clearance to permits and medical exams. In most cases, they also need to pass
an official copy of the transcript of records of their grades from their college or
university and employment certificates if ever they have previous work
experience.
With the advent of technology and the internet, the search for jobs
becomes a bit easier and also provides a career with a quicker way of getting a
job.
Virtual Assistant Career: An Alternative to Employment
Online and home-based profession provides an alternative to people who
seek a change of pace and environment while earning and working. Through the
use of the internet, a professional can get more than a job without leaving the
house. They save money and time by eating at home and eliminating the need to
travel to office. They still need to spend money for the use of the internet and
electricity and their consumed food but that can be cheaper than eating outside
and travelling from one office to another in search for work.
The process of getting an online job rests at the fingertips of the aspiring
virtual assistant. What he needs to do is to study and learn how the industry
works and look for the legitimate websites for online jobs. He must create an
account and profile at those websites and look for the available work in the lists
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provided by those websites such as Upwork, Freelancer and Elance. He saves
time by applying through several online jobs from various online job sites
compared to passing his resume from one office to another when he prefers
employment. Once the client company finds the application and contacted the
online job applicant, they can set a common date and time for an online testing
and interview using the web browser and video call through video and chat
messenger. Afterwards, the company may also ask for portfolio instead of
transcript of records to check the capabilities of the applicant to get the job done.
Once those are done, the company decides whether the applicant can work with
the business as a virtual assistant with a certain position depending upon the job
description.
Being a virtual assistant allows a professional to work with whatever
clothing he wants as long as it looks presentable if he needs to use the webcam
for his work such as online tutoring and dealing with clients that require video
calls. Other than the lack of dress code, working online also provides flexibility in
terms of location and time. Some virtual assistants prefer to be on frequent trips
that make them digital nomads, a term coined for the twenty-first digital savvy
professionals. As long as they have the gadgets with them and internet
connection, they can do the work on-the-go. Others prefer to stay at home but
work according to their own pace that is why they choose to be virtual assistants.
As long as they meet the project deadlines, they can work anytime just like
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writing jobs and IT-related jobs. Despite of the flexibility, some virtual assistant
jobs lack it because they need to follow certain schedule strictly just like
customer service representatives and telemarketing specialists.
The Business Perspective
Businesses take advantage of the practice of outsourcing to cut costs
without affecting the growth and operations of their companies. They usually go
to developing nations and countries with affordable but efficient labor force. The
practice branched out from manufacturing to business operations and knowledge
processing. The companies, startups, small businesses and even professionals
in developed countries save time and money through contracts with third party
service providers such as virtual assistants. The client companies save their
resources by working with virtual assistants because of the skills and
accomplishments by the third party professionals can do for them. They do not
need to worry much on how they can maintain contact with their virtual assistants
since they are low maintenance than handling in-house staffs.
When a company searches, hires and maintains office-based employees,
it needs to spend money and time for all of the processes involved starting with
posting of job vacancies through job websites, bulletin boards, job fairs and
coordination with universities. Afterwards, once the applicants pass their
resumes, the business needs to check and choose the short-listed applicants for
initial interview. Then, the applicants are scheduled for the interview with the
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human resource staff or manager. Afterwards, they may also need to undergo
testing to gauge their skills and abilities. After getting the results, those who pass
according to the measurements and decision of the company, they will go for the
final interview before the business chooses its newly-hired employees. The hiring
process may differ from one company to another but the mentioned process
above serves as the common flow of the hiring process. The search and hiring
process is costly for companies and same goes with maintenance of employees.
Once the company has the new employees, it needs to train its employees
starting from new employee orientation to continuing education. It also needs to
pay for the benefits that each employee must receive as mandated by the law. It
needs to provide long-term employment for its staff depending upon the contract
and agreement. The business also needs to consider the utilities expenses, tools
and equipment, furniture, rental and taxes expenses when they operate on their
own and keep their employees. All of those worries can be eliminated through
outsourcing.
Virtual Assistant Training
Normally, it costs to get the continuing education for virtual assistants.
Trainers act independently and develop their own courses and brands. Some ask
for thousands of dollars for the courses that they render while others go around
hundreds of dollars depending upon the trainer. The training courses happen
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exclusively online, exclusively in-person or blended learning approach.
Whichever style is chosen depending upon the aspiring virtual assistant.
With the expensive training, many prefer to look for alternatives such as
independent research. They do their own training by searching the worldwide
web using Google and other search engines. The downside in that kind of
training is the high consumption of time. It also entails differences and outdated
approaches in doing virtual assistant jobs. It can be confusing for the learner.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The training system for the aspiring virtual assistants will be made using
different software installed in a laptop or computer and web-based applications.
The system can be accessed anytime and anywhere as long as there is an
internet connection.
The creation of the training system will start with the purchase of a web
hosting and a domain name. Web hosting serves as the storage for the data of
the training system which can be accessed through the internet. The data can be
accessed by visiting a certain domain name or web address and for the study,
the

domain

name

that

will

be

used

is

https://www.onlinenatli.ga,

http://onlinenatli.byethost8.com and https://www.careersprofessional.com and will
be hosted in InfinityFree, ByetHost and Fast Comet respectively. The InfinityFree
and ByetHost free hosting plans will be chosen while a business or e-commerce
web hosting plan for the Fast Comet. The website to be hosted in Fast Comet will
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be for the online learning website of the researcher that will get the unlimited
traffic, unlimited disk space, one click restore, priority support, performance
boost, unlimited websites, Softaculous script installer, e-commerce ready, and
free SSL certificate. For the study and the websites to be provided for New
Alabang Technical and Learning Institute will be the free web hosting plans in
InfinityFree and ByetHost.
After getting the web hosting and domain name, the Softaculous script
installer will be used to install the content management system for online learning
which is known as Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment
(MOODLE). The process does not need any programming knowledge but having
a background in programming may become useful. In short, using the script
installer and the content management system, even if the person does not have
any prior programming knowledge, he still has the capabilities to deliver training
and courses online. With the flexibility of MOODLE, the researcher will be able to
utilize various plugins to easily customize the features of the learning
management system.
Plugins are provided in the official website of the free learning
management system known as MOODLE: https://moodle.org/plugins. Each
plugin is available in a compressed file format called zip. Each plugin can be
uploaded in the website with installed MOODLE and the contents of the zip file
will be extracted and installed with just a few clicks. The type of plugin varies
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from messaging to administrative tools, social networking tools, gaming and
activity tools, book tools, report tools, repository tools and many more. Using
different plugins, the researcher can place some basic games and make use of
gamification to motivate the learners to try and finish the online training.
The expansion of providing engaging activities and interactive tools,
various software and web-based applications will be used in conjunction with the
features that the existing MOODLE plugins can provide. The third party websites,
apps and software will be embedded into MOODLE. Screen recorders, audio
recorders, audio and video editors, time trackers, chat bots, game makers,
animation software, text to speech programs, and office productivity tools will be
used to make the online training system more effective. The software and tools to
be used is a combination of paid and free ones.
The screencast software will also allow the captured screen activities to be
synchronized to audio recording such as narration. Screencast can be compared
to screenshot as the former can produce output videos while the latter can create
still images. The screen recording software can demonstrate how other software
work and can be integrated to education for enhanced learning. In turn, students
can also create outputs as they show reports or procedures in solving theoretical
and real world problems using interactive whiteboard. Screencasts can also be
used for reporting software bugs and showcasing other tasks especially in the
BPO industry. Those tools can also be applied in seminars for recording them
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and streaming them online and for future reference. They can be used in
conjunction with video camera to record seminars and workshops.
Screen recorders allow teachers to create explainer videos regarding
topics for a wide variety of subject areas which can assist the learning of
students in the classroom. The use of screencasts may assist in engaging
students and may encourage collaboration in the classroom. In turn, the students
can also use the screen recorders in their reports especially when they have the
chance to discuss their assigned topics in front of their fellow classmates. They
can also help the students in reviewing the topics by allowing playback
functionalities for the content. They also provide visual explanations for improved
understanding and mastery of the subject.
Other than the screen recorder, audio recorder will also be used in
creating the virtual assistant training system. The audio program will be used to
record the narration and other sounds that can contribute in making the course
materials livelier and easier to understand.
Another tool to be used will be the video editor. It will be used for creating
slideshows with background music and narration. It can also be used for editing
the videos recorded using screencast software.
The next apps to be used in developing the training system is the chat bot
creator. It is used to create artificial intelligence that can reply to chats or textbased messaging. The researcher will make use of the chat bots to add
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interaction to the learning experience of the trainees. The chat bots are normally
created by using certain programming language, but for the research, the easyto-use apps will be run to create the cha tbots without using any programming
language. The use of those apps allow the researcher to save time from the
steep learning curve in understanding and mastering the programming language.
After the chat bot creation software, game-making software will also be
used in the study to ensure that the training system will be interactive. Gamebased learning makes the learning process exciting and interesting that is why
several game-making software will be used. To ensure that the process of
creating games will be easier, game-making programs with visual editor are
chosen. Making use of game-authoring tools with coding can take much time
before producing the output as compared to game-creation software with visual
editors. Some game-making tools do not even require any coding at all. Some
are installed in the local computer while others are web-based apps but all of
them will be hosted online and embedded in MOODLE.
The next program to be used will be the animation tool. It will be used to
create moving cartoons and animated scenes in conjunction with other video
presentations. Voice-over will also be done to make the animation lively. The
software for animation in the study will not make use of coding as everything will
be done by drag and drop on the editor.
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The second to the last type of program goes to text to speech software as
the typed text will be translated into audio with computer-synthesized voices that
come close to natural human speaking voices.
The last piece of software are the office productivity tools for creating
document and slide show presentations. It will be used for the text and visual
explanations of the topics to be covered by the training system.
All of the output files using those software will be hosted in online storage
and embedded in MOODLE. Other than the training system in the website, the
other portions such as the home page and other content will also be added and
those will be managed using the content management system called WordPress.
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The Virtual Assistant Training System will be tested and pre-launched as a
website with MOODLE as the Learning Management System for the online
training. It will be accessible by visiting its website address using any web
browser on any devices: desktop computer, laptop, tablet and smartphone. It will
be a responsive website which adjusts its size and layout depending upon the
screen size of the accessing device. It will be tested by students of New Alabang
Technical and Learning Institute.
At least ten students will test the whole training system on different
devices. Each of them will be registered to the training system by the researcher.
He will serve as the administrator of the website. Each participant will get one
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learner account to access the virtual assistant training course. The pilot testing of
the training course will run for fifteen minutes and it will include the fundamental
topics in the virtual assistant industry: online presence of the professionals,
specializations and skillsets, advantages and disadvantages of being a virtual
assistant, tools of the trade, legal obligations and transactions. Each topic will be
enriched with multimedia, games, quizzes and assessments to increase the
training engagement. The assessments will show the results in real time so that
the learner will know his performance.
To make the evaluation of the system accurate, each of the participants
will be given a questionnaire wherein each of them can rate the certain aspect of
the training system from one to ten, one being the lowest and ten being the
highest. Twelve questions will be asked and majority of the questions can be
answered by rating each from one to ten. The other questions can be answered
with statements while some can be answered with yes or no. The questions will
be as follows:


Please rate the appearance of the online training website in terms of
appeal.



Do the course contents provide the information that one needs to become
a virtual assistant?



How engaging are the activities in the online training system? Please rate
it.
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Does the training system look interesting?



Is it necessary to have face-to-face meetings to supplement the online
training?
Yes / No (Please encircle your answer)



Please rate the presenter on how he discussed the topic.



How important is it to make use of games for learning to be effective?



Are online assessments enough to gauge the amount of learning gained
from the training?



Rate the experience of accessing the training in a desktop computer



What can you say about the current build of the training system?



What are the improvements needed for the training system to become
better?



Choose the features that you think must be added in the next online
training.


Games



Animation



Slideshows



Audio



Quizzes



Text Document



Ranking System
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After the initial setup that will be evaluated by the NATLI students, another
three setups will be prepared to provide upgrades to the initial setup. The first
setup will be the evaluated system by the NATLI students while the second one
will be the online training system to be hosted in a free web hosting site called
Byethost. The Moodle to be installed will only make use of its core features and
just an alteration of its theme. The third setup will be an offline version of Moodle
and will be installed in the laptop of the researcher. It will make use of the plugins
in conjunction with the core features of Moodle. The fourth setup will be hosted
remotely in the free web hosting called Infinityfree and the plugins will be used in
conjunction with the features to be used in the third setup. In addition, various
third party applications and websites will be embedded to make the training
interactive.
OPERATIONAL/DEPLOYMENT PLAN
After testing and evaluating the Online Virtual Assistant Training System,
the website will be launched as part of the portfolio of the researcher and will be
used as free training platform for aspiring virtual assistants. The students of New
Alabang Technical and Learning Institute will be the priority to be given access
for the training as the online platform will serve as a bridge to those who aspire to
earn money without leaving their homes. Other aspiring and current virtual
assistants may be given access to the training platform through invitation only. It
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is in the personal discretion of the website owner to choose the people who will
gain access to the trainings.
For on-site trainings which will be conducted in the computer laboratory of
New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute, they will be done yearly for
graduating students so they can have additional edge in their career whether
they will choose to become a virtual assistant or not. The training sessions will be
conducted as part of the curriculum and can be done as a series of seminars with
hands-on exercises as each participant will be using a computer. The online
access to the training platform will allow the participants to revisit, review and
study the course after the sessions anytime and anywhere as long as they have
their gadgets and internet connection.
Further studies can be done to improve the system and to be adjusted to other
training needs of the audience with different size, background and learning
needs.
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
The business process outsourcing industry offers lucrative career for
those who want to work in a field related to business and information technology.
People learn various skills in the industry and get higher salary compared to
other jobs in different industries. BPO industry also allows high school graduates
and college undergraduates to gain promotion despite of their educational
background. The drawback of the BPO industry lies in the different time zone that
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the professionals need to follow since they handle accounts of foreign
companies. Usually they need to work during the night or their shift is better
known as graveyard shift.
When it comes to the BPO industry, there are two major work settings:
office-based and home-based. Office-based jobs require the professionals to go
to the office everyday to work and they either go to call centers or Knowledge
Process Outsourcing offices which are also known as non-voice work for the
BPO industry. In contrast with the office-based jobs, home-based jobs do not
require the professionals to go to any office. They can work anywhere they want
and are not required to wear any uniform; In addition, home-based jobs offer
more flexibility than office-based works. Since home-based jobs do not have any
boss that supervise the professionals personally, each of the professionals is
considered as the boss of his own job. Home-based BPO professionals handle
their own jobs and do those at their home office or anywhere as long as they
have their gadgets and access to the internet. In essence, home-based BPO
professionals are considered as independent contractors or entrepreneurs since
they are responsible for their own expenses, investments, filing of documents
and trainings. Because of the nature of the career of home-based professionals
who are also known as virtual assistants, the profession can be considered as a
bridge for employees who want to venture in entrepreneurship. In short, virtual
assistants are entrepreneurs while office-based BPO professionals are
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employees. Other than that, the nature of the job of virtual assistants mirror the
tasks and responsibilities of BPO employees except that the work setting is
different.
BPO employees face various challenges as they go to work everyday.
They

experience

traffic

congestion,

air

pollution,

overcrowded

public

transportation, transportation and food expenses, office politics, dress code, work
schedule, strict company rules and regulations and many more. Because of the
aforementioned challenges, some employees think of shifting to a career that
offers more flexibility without sacrificing the earnings that they can get.
From the business perspective, BPO solves the problem of high
maintenance costs from labor expenses to other operating expenses that
companies and other businesses need to face if they will keep all of the business
operations within their organizations. Through BPO, they get to save money, time
and the assurance that they get the results that they aim for without spending too
much. Those organizations can focus more in planning and strategizing the
company activities to maximize the profits that they can get and grow their
business. They will not need to think about how to look for staffs, to recruit them,
to train them and to maintain their performance.
When it comes to virtual assistant training, majority of the offered courses
online require upfront payment. Numerous courses offered by so-called virtual
assistant gurus are expensive and those who do not have the budget may just
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resort to independent research and learning. The downside of researching on
their own goes to the increase in consumption of time and they may get confused
with various ideas and information coming from different sources. Although some
free trainings are conducted by seasoned home-based BPO professionals, the
support and update of the trainings are not guaranteed. To solve the existing
challenge in virtual assistant training, the study will focus on the use of
centralized and free online training to aspiring virtual assistants.
The study will make use of content management system and learning
management system as tools to build the online training website without coding.
Those two will save time and money for the researcher since learning to program
takes much time and electricity. Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment (MOODLE) will be used as the learning management system that
will centralize the online training for virtual assistants while the WordPress will be
used as the content management system for the other parts of the website.
MOODLE has been chosen for the study because it is free-to-use, open-source
and has an active online support and community. The same goes with
WordPress, it can be used for free through self-hosting, customizable and has an
active support group.
To complement the features of MOODLE, various software will be used to
create the games needed for the training to become interesting and engaging.
Screen recorders, game making software and web-based applications, video and
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audio editors, and animation programs will be used to create engaging files that
will be embedded in MOODLE.
Once the online training system for virtual assistants is up and running,
students and professors from New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute will
test out the system. Each of the participants will receive an evaluation sheet that
they will use to provide feedback regarding their experience with the training
system.
CONCLUSION
Providing a

centralized or one-stop shop for online virtual assistant

training will allow aspiring virtual assistants and current home-based BPO
professionals who seek further training can access the content anytime and
anywhere at no extra cost. They do not need to spend a lot of time researching
on their own and to face confusion amidst the differences of the information that
they can get from multiple sources.
From a business perspective, they get to save money from training their
staffs with the help of the online training system. They also save time as the
online training system can stand on its own to train the employees or aspiring
virtual assistants. Hopefully, the participants in the virtual assistant training
system will eventually venture into the industry that has the potential to create
numerous startups. Those businesses may flourish and eventually may provide
jobs and livelihood to other people.
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Further studies can be conducted in the proposed field of edusocial
technopreneurship which makes use of the four existing disciplines: education,
social sciences, information technology and entrepreneurship. The online training
system will serve as the pioneering study in the proposed field and follow-up
studies can be conducted to improve the online training system depending upon
the size and status of the target audience.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Current Financial Analysis
Perspective of an Aspiring Virtual Assistant
Anybody who wants to go into the home-based business process
outsourcing industry incurs a certain amount of expense before he can explore
and work in that profession. Basically, he needs certain tools to perform the tasks
as he learns and works as a VA.
Before anything else, he needs to own a computer in the form of desktop
or laptop that can at least handle web browsers, productivity tools, time tracking
software, office tools, and specific software such as photo editing programs,
modeling

software,

multimedia

recorder

and

editor

and

programming

applications. His computer needs to consist of the following minimum
specifications: one gigahertz of processor, one gigabyte of random access
memory (computer processing speed), sixteen gigabytes of hard disc free space
and 128 megabytes of graphics memory. A decent brand new desktop computer
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can be purchased at around Php 14,000 to Php 20,000 while a brand new laptop
ranges from Php 8,000 to Php 15,000. For second hand desktop computer
package, it ranges from Php 6,000 to Php 10,000 while a second hand laptop or
notebook ranges from Php 5,500 to Php 9,000.
When it comes to software, open source and free-to-use programs are
sufficient for entry-level virtual assistants. Sometimes virtual assistants want to
venture into specialized jobs in the home-based BPO industry and it would be
fitted for them to use the free software to get the job done. If they go further in the
practice of virtual assistance, they may choose proprietary software as some
clients demand for particular licensed programs to accomplish the assigned
tasks.
The aspiring virtual assistant also needs to pay for the training if he does
not want to do his own research. The training costs around Php 2,000 up to
hundreds of dollars depending upon the scope of the training and the organizers
of the courses. The more expensive the course is, the more support the trainers
provide.
If ever the aspirant does not want to shell out cash, he needs to spend
more time through trial-and-error by studying and researching on his own. He
may get confused with the information that he may acquire from multiple sources
as some information can be conflicting with one another. He may also encounter
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bogus websites that may trick him into scams and may get his computer infected
by viruses or spyware.
Perspective of Small Businesses to Large Companies
In employment, companies pay for the whole recruitment process from
searching for the prospective staffs up until hiring the qualified ones. After hiring,
the businesses spend time and money in training, maintaining and paying for the
salary and benefits of their employees. They also need to pay for the trainers
whether those are staffs under their human resource department or external
training and consulting organizations. They also need to pay for the tools needed
for operations ranging from furniture to equipment. They need tables, chairs,
filing cabinets, computers, printers and software so their employees can work on
their tasks. Those companies also need to pay for the space rental, taxes,
salaries, and utilities.
With the existence of a one-stop virtual assistant training shop, companies
can save money and time in training their staffs. They can also save more by
indulging into BPO industry by outsourcing their operations to qualified virtual
assistants.
Perspective of the Researcher
The researcher finds ways on how to create an online virtual assistant
training without the hassles of coding or programming. He also looks for free
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software as much as possible and test each one out. If those programs are not
user-friendly, he prefers to check out the paid software.
Since the existing virtual assistant trainings usually require payment
although some trainers offer free courses but without continuous support. They
also give free trainings for publicity. With those in mind, the researcher plans to
make a centralized, free and one-stop shop for virtual assistant training catering
to the learning needs of different professionals who want to explore the virtual
assistant industry.
Proposed Financial Analysis
Perspective of an Aspiring Virtual Assistant
The aspiring virtual assistant will save time and effort in looking for
sources of knowledge and information. The study will provide him with a one-stop
shop for online virtual assistant training that provides interactivity and control
over his learning mode. Game-based learning and gamification can save him the
time as he will not be confused with the possible conflicts of information that one
may get through trial-and-error. His computer will also be safe from viruses as
the online training system will ensure the safety of its learners.
The aspirant will only need to spend to obtain a computer if ever he does
not have one. If ever he already obtain a computer with at least a Windows
Seven operating system and a computer with the specifications mentioned in the
virtual assistant perspective under the current financial analysis. He may also
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choose to access the online training system via smartphone with Android
Operating System which may cost around 2000 to 3000 pesos for the budgetfriendly models. If he wants a bigger screen, he may choose to access the
training system using a tablet that may cost around 2000 to 4000 pesos for
budget models and depending upon the brand.
Perspective of Small Businesses to Large Companies
The businesses can save time and money with the online training system.
By using the training system and fit it according to their needs, they will not need
to use a lot of their resources to conduct their own trainings. They can also save
further once they consider to outsource their functions to qualified virtual
assistants.
Perspective of the Researcher
The researcher will need to spend on the following gadgets: laptop, tablet
and smartphone. Two laptops will be used in developing the online training
system using different software and web-based programs. Hewlett-Packard
Pavilion 15 Notebook PC priced at around Php 32,450 and will be used in the
study with the following specifications:


Product name: HP Pavilion 15 Notebook PC



Product number:L0N79UA#ABA



Serial number:5CD51117VJ



BIOS: F.34-12/04/2014
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Keyboard revision: 90.35



Total Random Access Memory: 8.00 GB



Hard Disk Space: 1000 GB



Processor name: AMD A10-4655M APU with Radeon(tm) HD Graphics



Operating System: Windows 8.1



System Type: 64-Bit Operating System, x64-based processor
Another laptop will be used which is a Samsung Laptop which is priced at

15000 pesos with the following specifications:


Product Name: Samsung NP300E4X



Product Number: NP300E4X-A03PH



Serial Number: HX4E91AC800308Y



Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo



RAM: 2.00 GB



Hard Disk Space: 320 GB



Operating System: Windows 7 Starter
The tablet will be used to test whether the online training system will be

responsive to the screen size. In addition, it will be used for android games and
text to speech converter. The SuperKing 898 will be used for the study and the
following specifications apply on that tablet:


Product Name: SuperKing



Model: 8978
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Operating System: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow)



Read-only Memory: 16GB



Random Access Memory: 1GB
For the smartphone, it will also be used for testing the system and creating

android games and text-to-speech converter. The phone to be used will be SKK
Mobile Chronos Ace Plus priced at Php 2,700 and with the following
specifications:


Display: 5 Inch HD IPS 1280 x 720 resolution at 294 ppi



CPU: 1.3 GHz MT6580 quad core processor



GPU: Mali 400



RAM: 2 GB



ROM: 8 GB expandable via micro SD card slot



Back Camera: 13 MP f/2.0 w/ AF and LED flash



Selfie Camera: 5 MP f/2.4



Battery: 2,200 mAh



OS: Android 6.0 Marshmallow
The researcher will also use the Fast Comet web hosting which is priced

at eighty four dollars per year. He will also use Bandicam which is priced at thirty
nine dollars and Manycam priced at sixty dollars. The other tools are free to use.
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Chapter 3
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METHODOLOGY
The online virtual assistant training system was hosted in Fast Comet, a
web hosting company with the e-commerce hosting plan as it provided the most
number of features and technical support. The security, disk space, bandwidth,
email accounts, automatic script installer, free domain name, unmetered traffic,
daily backup, technical support and many more.
For the free hosting, Byethost and InfinityFree were chosen as they
contained competitive features among the available free web hosting plans. For
the Byethost, the following features make it stand out:


1000 MB Disk Space



FTP account and File Manager



Control Panel



MySQL databases & PHP Support



Free tech support



Addon domain, Parked Domains, Sub-Domains



Free Community Access (Forums)



Clustered Servers



No ads!



https SSL on all free hosting domains.

For InfinityFree, the following features make it stand out:


Unlimited SSD Storage
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Unlimited Bandwidth



Unlimited parked/addon domains



Unlimited subdomains



10 E-mail Accounts



400 Databases



VistaPanel Control Panel

After getting the web hosting, various software were used to create the
online virtual assistant training system. Softaculous automatic script installer was
used to instill the MOODLE in each of the web hosting while other web-based
applications and software were secured. For screencast purposes, Open
Broadcast Software, Screencast-o-matic, and Bandicam with Manycam were
used in Laptops (Manycam allows the capture of web camera with date and time
added on-screen) while Du Recorder for the android OS gadgets like tablet and
smartphones. For audio editor and audio hosting, Audacity and Soundcloud were
used. For video making, Stupeflix was used. For Text to Speech functionality, the
researcher made use of TTS Reader and Google TTS in Android OS. For
chatbots, rebot.me was used as it did not require any coding or programming.
For talking avatars, the Android application Veemee and the web application Voki
were utilized. For the office productivity tools such as word processor and
presentation software, Microsoft Office 2013 and Open Office were used.
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There were four setups created for the study. The first setup involved the
primary testing of the online learning platform in the paid hosting account of the
researcher. MOODLE was installed using Softaculous automatic script installer
and it was loaded with Adaptable Theme plugin and Social Wall plugin.
Adaptable Theme allowed the online learning platform to be customizable,
colorful and responsive depending upon the screen size of the gadget. On the
other hand, Social Wall transformed the online course into a Facebook-like setup
wherein the topics were posted as statuses and the participants could click the
like button and place their comments. As for the games, Quizventure and Game
plugins were used. Specifically, the Who Wants to be a Millionaire game and
Space Invader game were played as part of the learning activities.
Twelve respondents tested the online training system and each of them
answered the provided evaluation sheet. Ten students and two instructors used
the system and provided feedback.
After the evaluation, the second setup was prepared. MOODLE was
hosted in Byethost and accessible via http//www.onlinenatli.byethost8.com and it
contained the whole training content for aspiring virtual assistants. The system
was tested by the researcher using the laptop, tablet, and two smart phones that
were mentioned in chapter two. Each testing was recorded using a designated
screen recording application.
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A third setup was also created which was based on the second setup with
additional functionalities. It was hosted locally in the Samsung Laptop and
contained the following plugins: Aardvark theme, Level Up, Level Up Availability,
Stash, Stash Availability, Stash Snippet Filter, Game, Quizventure, Certificate
and Verify Certificate. Aardvark theme allowed a responsive appearance of the
website with few customizations while maintaining the basic three-column layout
of MOODLE. Level Up, Level Up Availability, Stash, Stash Snippet Filter, and
Stash Availability provided the gamification of the courses through experience
points, level up, item drops, and ranking block. For the games, Quizventure and
Game plugins allowed classic games to be used for learning purposes. Lastly,
the Certificate and Verify Certificate plugins allowed the automatic issuance of
customized certificate with a verification code. That code could be used to
authenticate the certificate by placing the code in the verification box and the
system would show the proof that the learner finished the course.
The last setup was the use of the third setup but hosted in InfinityFree and
could be retrieved via http://www.onlinenatli.ga and enhanced by third party
content to engage the learners. Games from Kahoot, Beloola, ProProfs and
ClassTools were embedded in the course. Kahoot allowed colorful and
interactive quiz games while Beloola promoted virtual reality and immersive
learning. For ProProfs and ClassTools, they offered various interactive games to
make learning worthwhile. For the animation, Plotagon was used because it did
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not require any technical knowledge in programming as it only needed the text to
be spoken by the characters which could be chosen using visual editors. For
capturing the screen, Open Broadcast Software, Screencast-o-matic, and
Bandicam with Manycam were used while Audacity was tapped for audio
recording and editing. For creating videos, Stupeflix was used and rebot.me was
tapped for chat bot. Voki and Veemee were used for animated text to speech or
talking avatar while Toondoo was used for creating comic strips.
ANALYSIS AND REQUIREMENTS
Four setups were prepared and tested. Each setup varied in complexities
and features. It would allow the researcher and the panel to check which setup
would be most fitted for the institution.
The first setup contained the premium web hosting account and
MOODLE was used with only four plugins: Adaptable Theme, Social Wall,
Quizventure and Game. Twelve respondents composed of ten graduating
students and two professors of of New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute
tested the first setup using desktop computer at the Computer Laboratory of the
institution. Afterwards, they provided the feedback by answering the evaluation
sheet.
The second setup was hosted through Byethost and it contained the
whole training content without any plugins except for the Aardvark theme for the
MOODLE appearance. It was tested using a laptop, a tablet, and two
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smartphones and the whole testing were documented using screencast
applications.
The third setup was similar to the second setup but it was hosted locally in
the Samsung Laptop running in Windows Seven. It was added with plugins for
games and gamification of the courses.
The last setup was hosted in InfinityFree with SSL and could be accessed
via https://www.onlinenatli.ga. It contained the third setup and improved by the
third party content coming from different websites.
TESTING AND VALIDATION
How Testing was Made
The online training system was built using the Learning Management
MOODLE as it offered the flexibility using its plugins to customize its features. It
made use of login, user accounts, add courses and course contents, enrollment,
automated assessments, learning games, online forum, and awards.
The first setup of the online training system was accessed via
https://careersprofessional.com/learning using desktop computer and could not
be accessed with the ordinary hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) since the
website contained encryption in the form of secured socket layer. Once the
website was accessed using the aforementioned web address, the user was
transferred to a login web page.
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The login webpage asked for the username and password of the user
before he could enter the online training system. If he owned an account, he
would just fill the box for username and password to login. If ever he forgot his
password, he could retrieve it via email by clicking the link for forget password. If
he did not have any account, he could register for an account by clicking create
new account button. He would be transferred to a web page that he must fill-up
with his desired username, password, email, first name, last name, city, country
and captcha verification which showed two images containing words or
combination of letters and numbers to ensure that he was not there as a
nuisance. Once he had finished filling up the form, he clicked create new account
and waited for the confirmation via email. He must open that email and click the
verification link to activate his account. Afterwards, he could login through the
online training system.
Once logged in, he went to the home button and looked for the available
courses. He clicked the Virtual Assistant Training Part One and input the course
password. He was transferred to the content of the course and he could see the
lecture note for its post arranged in the format of a social network. Each post
contained the topics in text format with accompanying links to quizzes and
learning games.
After testing the first setup, it was also evaluated by ten graduating
students of New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute and two instructors of
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the said institutions. They submitted their evaluations by answering the provided
questionnaire that the researcher made and collected.
The second setup was tested using a laptop, tablet and two smart phones
and the outcome was recorded using screencast software. It included the whole
training content with minimal plugins and activities.
The third setup was tested using the Samsung Laptop as it was locally
hosted in the hard drive of the computer that run on Windows Seven. It contained
the gaming plugins, theme, and certificate plugins.
The last setup contained the most number of features as it contained the
third setup combined with embedded content from third party websites and could
be retrieved from a remote server.
How Errors were Identified
For the first setup, the errors were the delayed sending of automated
activation email for account registration in MOODLE and some quizzes were not
working in the learner account although they were accessible using the System
Administrator account. The evaluation of the first setup became possible with the
help of the ten graduating students of NATLI and two instructors of the said
school who answered the evaluation sheet.
For the second setup, some errors came out as limitation of features of
the hosting account. At some point, some quizzes did not operate or became
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inaccessible. The same also applied to the lesson feature as some content were
accessible at one point and it became inaccessible in another time.
For the third setup, the error involved the technicality in installing the
MOODLE in local hosting together with its plugins. It also seemed that accessing
the MOODLE in local host was slower than MOODLE that was hosted remotely.
It could be attributed to the specifications of the Samsung Laptop especially with
its hard disk space and random access memory.
For the fourth setup, the errors involved the feature limitations of free web
hosting account. Its storage space was bigger than the one in the second setup
since the former made use of Infinityfree with ten gigabytes of storage space
while the latter made use of Byethost with only one gigabyte of storage space.
The embed code also became a challenge to the fourth setup since compatibility
issues were seen between the online training website and the third party
websites and applications. Sometimes the third party websites were down or
there were differences in coding the objects.
Error Mitigation/Prevention
Four different setups were prepared wherein each setup was an upgrade
of its predecessor. As the setup advanced from the first up to the fourth, the
complexity also expanded and the errors were taken into account. It was seen
that all of the setups were not suitable enough for mobile access because of
some incompatible software, apps and layout.
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Chapter 4
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Summary
Modular Object Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment was chosen to
be used as the online learning platform for the aspiring virtual assistant training
system. the said learning management system allowed the researcher to
customize the platform without coding and cater to the needs of the target
learners. Being an open source was one of the advantages of that learning
management system. based upon the laws, it could be used for both commercial
and non-commercial purposes and no copyright infringement would be obtained.
Other than that, MOODLE has an active support community that allows it to
continuously be developed and upgraded. It also has various plugins that can
add functionalities to its default system.
The online course delivery would allow the participants to access the
training anytime and anywhere as long as they have the gadget ranging from
laptop to smart phones and internet connection. Flexibility in access can assist in
reviewing the lessons and at the same time, it also cater to those who cannot go
to a face-to-face training everyday.
Despite of that, the online training system can be used in conjunction with
face-to-face discussions to further enhance the learning of the students. In short,
it can be used as a stand-alone course or a supplementary system for classroom
discussions.
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The online training system focused on the topic of virtual assistants as the
Business Process Outsourcing Industry continues to grow. It provides source of
income higher than those who work in other industries. Typically, professionals in
the BPO Industry go to the office everyday for work, but virtual assistants
continue to thrive in providing BPO Services while staying at home. Some even
do their job anywhere they want.
By combining the advantages of working in the BPO Industry with
flexibility and the advantages of using the online learning management system
such as MOODLE, the study could provide a centralized training system for
those who want to venture out to the said industry with flexibility. It can also serve
as the stepping stone towards entrepreneurship.
By creating four setups, the online virtual assistant training system was
tested as it also included gamification and game-based learning. Gamification
empowered the course by providing game elements while game-based learning
made use of games to refresh the memories of the learners regarding the topics.
Twelve participants from New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute tested
the first setup and provided the feedback using the evaluation form. In general,
they loved and enjoyed the games of the online training system but the downside
was the error in accessing some of the activities. As a solution, three more
setups were prepared and tested by the researcher using laptop, tablet and
smart phones.
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In general, the four setups worked best using the laptop especially for the
files and objects that need to run with Javascript. The object sizes in the online
training system also had negative impact in the user-friendly interface of smart
phones and tablet.
Making the training interactive and online caters to the growing learning
needs of the participants. Further studies can be conducted to enhance the
training and to allow it to be used in other disciplines. Follow-up research can
also put the proposed new discipline called edusocial technopreneurship and
may become a distinct and recognized field of study in the future.
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Appendix A. Evaluation Sheet
Virtual Assistant Training System Feedback Form
Name:
Position: Student/Professor (Please encircle)
Course:
For most of the questions, please rate each item from 1 to 10.
•

Please rate the appearance of the online training website in terms of

appeal.
•

Do the course contents provide the information that one needs to become

a virtual assistant?
•

How engaging are the activities in the online training system? Please rate

it.
•

Does the training system look interesting?

•

Is it necessary to have face-to-face meetings to supplement the online

training?
Yes / No (Please encircle your answer)
•

Please rate the presenter on how he discussed the topic.

•

How important is it to make use of games for learning to be effective?

•

Are online assessments enough to gauge the amount of learning gained

from the training?
•

Rate the experience of accessing the training in a desktop computer
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•

What can you say about the current build of the training system?

•

What are the improvements needed for the training system to become

better?
•

Choose the features that you think must be added in the next online

training.
o

Games

o

Animation

o

Slideshows

o

Audio

o

Quizzes

o

Text Document

o

Ranking System
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Appendix B. Evaluation Result of the First Setup
Table 1. Questions and Responses of the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) in Testing the First Setup of Online Virtual Assistant
Training for New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute Part One.
Question Participants (S = Student, P = Professor)
Number
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

10

9

9

9

10

9

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

10

9

10

10

10

9

7

10

10

9

9

10

8

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

9

10

9

8

8

9

8

10

Awesome Amazing

Great

Awesome Amazing

Wonderful

11

None

Fast
Direct
Mailing

Fast
Direct
Mailing

Notebook

Fast
Direct

Fast
Direct
Mailing

Mailing
12

Games

Quizzes

Games
Games
Games
Animation Animation
Quizzes

Games
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Question

Participants (S = Student, P = Professor)

Number
S7

S8

S9

S10

P1

P2

1

10

8

10

10

10

10

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

10

10

10

10

9

10

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

6

10

9

10

10

9

6

7

10

8

10

10

10

8

8

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

9

10

10

10

10

9

9

10

Interes-

Very

Amazing

Pretty

Encou-

Some

ting

Interesting

Amazing

raging

texts
were
overlapping

11

Nothing

Audio

Anima-

Improve-

Add

Distinct

tion

ments

more

Instruc-

Quizzes

of design

activi-

tions on

ties

Games
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12

Animation

Audio

Anima-

Quizzes

Audio

Anima-

tion

tion

Quizzes

Slideshow

Figure 1. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Appeal of the Overall Appearance of the Online
Training Website (Question Number One in the Evaluation Sheet).

Figure 2. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Question, “Do the Course Contents Provide the
Information that One Needs to Become a Virtual Assistant?” (Question Number
Two in the Evaluation Sheet).

Note: The Yes answer is equivalent to Rating Two and the No answer is
equivalent to Rating One.
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Figure 3. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Level of Engagement from the Activities of the
Online Training System (Question Number Three in the Evaluation Sheet).

Figure 4. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Question, “Does the Training System Look
Interesting?” (Question Number Four in the Evaluation Sheet).

Figure 5. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Question, “Is It Necessary to Have Face-to-Face
Meetings to Supplement the Online Training?” (Question Number Five in the
Evaluation Sheet).
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Figure 6. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Performance of the Presenter in Discussing the
Topic (Question Number Six in the Evaluation Sheet).

Figure 7. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Importance of Games in Effective Learning
(Question Number Seven in the Evaluation Sheet).

Figure 8. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Question, “Are online assessments enough to gauge
the amount of learning gained from the training?” (Question Number Eight in the
Evaluation Sheet).
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Figure 9. The Ratings Provided by the Participants (Ten Graduating Students
and Two Professors) for the Experience of Accessing the Online Training System
on Desktop Computer (Question Number Nine in the Evaluation Sheet).
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Appendix C. The First Setup of the Online Virtual Assistant Training
System Accessed Using the Hewlett-Packard Laptop

Figure 1. The Front and Login Page accessible at
https://careersprofessional.com./learning.
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Figure 2. The Dashboard after Logging In.
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Figure 3. The List of Courses Inside the Online Training System.

Figure 4. The Top Page of the Online Virtual Assistant Training Course Customized
Using Aardvark Theme Available at https://moodle.org/plugins/theme_aardvark.
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Figure 5. The Course Content of the Online VA Training Presented in a Social
Network (Facebook) Format Using Social Wall Plugin Available at
https://moodle.org/plugins/format_socialwall.
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Figure 7. The Submit and Finish Button Must be Clicked to Get the Results.

Figure 8. The Quiz Results.
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Figure 9. The Quiz Game in Who Wants to be a Millionaire Format Using the Game
Plugin Available at https://moodle.org/plugins/mod_game.

Figure 10. The Classic Space Invader Game Using the Quizventure Plugin Available at
https://moodle.org/plugins/mod_quizgame.
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Figure 11. Quizventure in Action with Multiple Choice Type of Quiz.
Notes:


The walkthrough of the first setup was recorded using Bandicam.



The website was visited on March 29, 2017 using HP Laptop through the
web address:
http://careersprofessional.com/learning



The following plugins were used:
o Aardvark Theme
o Social Wall
o Game
o Quizventure



The video of the walkthrough can be accessed through the link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmixfqenxFg.
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Appendix D. The First Setup of the Online Virtual Assistant Training
System Accessed Using the Super King Tablet.

Figure 1. The Dashboard. Figure 2. The Social Wall. Figure 3. The Quiz.

Figure 4. The Quiz Result. Figure 5. The Millionaire Game. Figure 6.
98
Quizventure.
Note: Access the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqtOABoiAuI
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Appendix E. The First Setup of the Online Virtual Assistant Training System
Accessed Using the Cherry Mobile Flare J2 DTV.

Figure 1. The Social Wall. Figure 2. The Online Quiz. Figure 3. The Gamification.

Figure 4. The Millionaire. Figure 5. Quiz Records.

Figure 6. Quizventure.
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Appendix F. The First Setup of the Online Virtual Assistant Training System
Accessed Using the SKK Mobile Chronos Ace Plus.

Figure 1. Course Overview. Figure 2. Social Wall.

Figure 3. Quiz.

Figure 4. Millionaire Game. Figure 5. Wrong Answer. Figure 6. Quizventure.
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Appendix G. Online Training Course Content
Sample Virtual Assistant Training
Outline
I.

BPO Industry

a.

Background

b.

Two Types

i.

Office-based

ii.

Home-based

II.

Virtual Assistant

a.

Background

b.

Reasons to Become a VA

c.

Advantages and Disadvantages of being a VA

III.

Preparations to Become a VA

a.

Skills

b.

Home Office

c.

Mindset

IV.

Looking for Work

a.

Resume

b.

Job Sites

c.

Cover Letter

d.

Interview
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e.

Job Offer

V.

Work Proper

a.

Best Practices

b.

How to Get Paid

VI.

The Next Level

a.

Entrepreneurship

b.

Passive Income

Course Proper
I.

BPO Industry

a.

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) Background and History

Definition - What does Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) mean?
Business process outsourcing (BPO) is the contracting of non-primary business
activities and functions to a third-party provider. BPO services include payroll,
human resources (HR), accounting and customer/call center relations.
BPO is also known as Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES).
Source:

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/13776/business-process-

outsourcing-bpo
1992 - Frank Holz, under the Accenture group, created the first contact center in
the Philippines
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1995 - The Philippine Congress passed the Special Economic Zone Act, lowering
area requirements for development and offering tax incentives to attract more
foreign investors
1997 - Sykes Asia set up shop and becomes the first multinational BPO company
in the Philippines
1999 - Jim Franke and Derek Holley found eTelecare, more popularly known as
the first call center in the country
2000 - The BPO industry accounted for 0.075% of the country’s GDP
2001 - PeopleSupport, a US-Based outsourcing center, restructured their
business, and moved their operations to the Philippines, providing 8,400 jobs
2003 - The Convergys Corp. opened up two call centres in the Philippines. The
Philippines, along with India, was chosen by then president of the company, Jack
Freker, as part of the company’s global expansion and revenue generation plan
2005 - The Philippines gained 3% of the global BPO market, which accounted for
2.4% of the country’s GDP
2006 - ePLDT Ventus was at the forefront of the local BPO landscape
•This improved the Philippine domestic economy by 5.4%
•11,000 people were employed across North America, Europe, and Asia
2010 - The Philippines was declared the world’s BPO capital!
•525,000 employees in call centres
•$8.9 Billion in revenue generated
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•Revenues are expected to soar with a five-year compounded annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 38%
•The country continues to become an attractive location for foreign investor
2011 – The BPO industry becomes one of the biggest and fastest growing job
providers in the private sector
•$11B revenue generated and 638,000 Filipinos employed
•Revenue comprised 4.9% of country’s total GDP
2012 - The BPO industry grows even further
•BPO industry grew by 46% annually since 2006
•Revenue comprised 5.4% of the country’s total GDP
2013 - Revenue generated climbs up further to $15.5B and 900,000 Filipinos are
employed full time
2016 - BPO industry is projected to generate 1.3M new jobs, with 17% annual
growth
Source: http://www.rappler.com/brandrap/stories/98207-bpo-philippines-timeline
b.

Two Types of Work Setup

1.

Office-Based

Advantages of a Brick and Mortar Business
•

Looking over the lists of pros and cons of working at home, it’s easy to

translate them into an understanding of the benefits and negatives of having a
brick and mortar space.
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•

Room to Grow. You can get more and larger space than you likely have

available at home, so when you need to expand, you can.
•

Professional Front. Some people believe a commercially-based business

presents a more credible and professional face.
•

Dedicated Work Space. You have a ready-made space to meet with

clients.
•

Boundaries. Your work time and space is separate and distinct from your

family life and your living space.
•

Room for Employees. Do you need to hire employees? Go right ahead.

There are fewer privacy concerns with having employees.
•

Social Energy. You will have more people around to fuel your creativity,

more of those “happy accidents” that sometimes happen just from talking with
and being around others.
•

Single Tasking. You can leave most of your home concerns at home. No

pressure to clean the bathrooms or defrost the freezer while you’re at work.
Disadvantages of a Brick and Mortar Business
•

Expense. It can be costly to pay rent, buy office furniture, equipment,

supplies, and maintain insurance.
•

Commuting. You will have to commute and pay whatever costs may be

associated with that.
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•

No Home-Office Tax Break. You will lose the home-office deduction if you

currently qualify.
•

Wardrobe Budget. You may need to spend more on office-appropriate

clothing.
•

Inconvenience. Unless you take time off, you will not be at home for a sick

child, repair appointment or package delivery.
Source:

http://us.accion.org/business-resources/articles-videos/pros-and-cons-

home-based-business-vs-brick-and-mortar-businessHome-based
2. Home-Based
A Virtual Assistant is an office administration professional that works from the
comfort of their own home office or a leased office space or anywhere they want
to be! They are generally sole traders, carrying their own ABN and working the
hours of their choosing.
Source: http://thevirtualassistant.com.au/faqs/#faq-a
II.

Virtual Assistant

a.

Background

A virtual assistant (typically abbreviated to VA, also called a virtual office
assistant) is generally self-employed and provides professional administrative,
technical, or creative (social) assistance to clients remotely from a home office.
Because virtual assistants are independent contractors rather than employees,
clients are not responsible for any employee-related taxes, insurance or benefits,
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except in the context that those indirect expenses are included in the VA's fees.
Clients also avoid the logistical problem of providing extra office space,
equipment or supplies. Clients pay for 100% productive work, and can work with
Virtual Assistants, individually, or in multi-VA firms to meet their exact needs.
Virtual Assistants usually work for other small businesses but can also support
busy executives. It is estimated that there are as few as 5,000-10,000 or as many
as 25,000 virtual assistants worldwide. The profession is growing in centralized
economies with "fly-in, fly-out" staffing practices.
Common modes of communication and data delivery include the Internet, e-mail
and phone-call conferences, online work spaces, and fax machine. Increasingly
Virtual Assistants are utilizing technology such as Skype as well as Google
Voice. Professionals in this business work on a contractual basis and a longlasting cooperation is standard. Typically 5 years of administrative experience in
an office is expected at such positions as executive assistant, office
manager/supervisor, secretary, legal assistant, paralegal, legal secretary, real
estate assistant, information technology, et cetera.
In recent years Virtual Assistants have also worked their way in to many
mainstream businesses and with the advent of VOIP services such as Skype it
has been possible to have a Virtual Assistant who can answer your phone
remotely without the end user's knowledge. This allows many businesses to add
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a personal touch in the form of a receptionist without the additional cost of hiring
someone.
Virtual Assistants consists of individuals as well as companies who work
remotely as an independent professional, providing a wide range of products and
services both to businesses as well as consumers. The virtual industry has
changed substantially as it attracts others new to the field.
Virtual Assistants come from a variety of business backgrounds, but most have
several years of experience earned in the "real" (non-virtual) business world.
A dedicated virtual assistant is someone working in the office under the
management of a company. The facility and internet connection as well as
training are provided by the company. The homebased virtual assistant worked
either in the office sharing environment or in their house. The general VA are
sometimes called an online administrative assistant, online personal assistant or
online sales assistant. A virtual webmaster assistant, virtual marketing assistant
and virtual content writing assistant are specific professionals that are usually
experienced employees from corporate environment that started to set up their
own virtual offices.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_assistant
c.

Reasons to Become a VA
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1. Independence.

Can you say FREEDOM?

The VA life was made for

independent entrepreneurs and creative types. If you're a disciplined, self-starter
who needs very little supervision, becoming a VA is the way to go.
2. Save on driving costs.
3. Flexible hours. Whether you choose to work from 8am to 5pm, or start work at
midnight, it's up to you. The benefit of controlling your own time will pay off in
ways you may have never imagined-from shopping when stores are less
crowded to making money from anywhere in the world.
4. No office politics. If you dislike it when people "kiss up" to the boss or throw
their co-workers under the bus on their way to the top, consider becoming a VA.
You can avoid the politics, gossip and drama.
5. Be available for your kids. Once, I was the only parent to attend an event at
my daughter's school. I know other parents would have loved to attend but they
couldn't. Why? Because they were stuck working at an outside job. Working
from home as a VA allows you to stay on top of your children's lives and correct
problems which may go unchecked if you can't be around to address them.
6. Save commute time. Long commutes and traffic jams can cost you in lost time
and stress.
7. Build business skills. As a VA, by creating your own methods of marketing and
business protocol, you'll accelerate the learning curve. You'll make mistakes, but
you'll also gain valuable business skills that you might not otherwise have.
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8. You can work in your pajamas. As long as you don't have a Skype meeting, or
one at your client's office, no one has to know what you're wearing. You can
work in PJs, sweats, jeans-whatever. Think of the money you'll save on dry
cleaning, shoes and panty hose.
9. No age or race discrimination.

If you're over 50 or a person of color,

becoming a VA can open doors. Since many workers are hired online, you may
never see your clients or talk to them. You are, essentially, unseen and therefore
not judged based on your appearance. This gives you a hiring advantage that
folks who go to a physical location do not have.
10. Unlimited Income. If you commit to building your VA business, you can earn
a lucrative income for yourself that will eventually exceed what you could make at
a traditional job. My friend lost her job 2 years ago. Now, she has a thriving VA
business with no down time.
Source: http://www.virtualassistants.com/Employment/10-reasons-to-become-avirtual-assistant-article-13.aspx
d.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Becoming a VA

Advantages
1.

No need to travel to work

2.

I do not spend much on meals because home cook food was cheaper and

best serve together with my family.
3.

No dress code
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4.

All my savings from travelling expenses is converted payment for internet

connections and utilities expenses.
5.

One saves much more to put money on more important things.

6.

One can go to the mall in the days where people don’t usually come along

such as Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday even it’s not payday. In those days,
few people come to malls
7.

Own Schedule

8.

Get Multiple Jobs

9.

More time with the family

Disadvantages
1.

Usually no benefits and bonuses

2.

Usually there are no company tripping, Christmas party, exchange gifts

from employees, lunch dates with my office mates etc.
3.

My electricity consumption increases.

4.

Time Management

5.

Must stay focused

6.

Distracting

7.

Do not want to leave the house

Sources: http://desiretodone.com/the-pros-and-cons-of-being-a-virtual-assistant/
https://richellevawork.wordpress.com/2014/06/26/advantages-anddisadvantages-of-being-a-virtual-assistant/
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III.

Preparations in Becoming a VA

a.

Skills, Specializations and Niches

1.

General Virtual Assistant

This will most often be the first addition you make to your team. You can call
them virtual personal assistant because they do provide assistance what you
would have done personally.
If you're bootstrapping your business and time becomes stretched too thin think
about hiring a VA to do some of these more personal tasks for you.
These tasks will most often involve things like: email, organization, scheduling,
bookkeeping and social media managing etc.
This should be a relatively low cost endeavor for you, but if you assign tasks
correctly it will free you up to do things that can really impact your business.
Email and Scheduling Outsourcing - as your business grows so will the demand
on your time. Spending all day in GMail is a giant waste of your time as a
founder.
Why not delegate some of the mainstream emails and scheduling tasks to
someone else?
Data Entry and Management - Your business at first very well may run on a
combination of Trello and Google Docs.
Assigning a VA to manage these treasure troves of data will allow you to keep a
cleaner eye on what's going on in your business.
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Online Research and Lead Generation - Maybe it's the salesman in me talking,
but there's nothing better for a business than new business falling in our lap. I call
these BlueBirds.
They just come along and are such a pleasure to behold. Having someone else
do the cold-calling, online database research, email extraction, and initial contact
with potential customers is invaluable to you.
These are often low return on time activities, so don't waste your valuable time
on them.
Bookkeeping - Someone has to pay the bills. How else are you going to grow
your business into an Empire? Your GVA can keep Freshbooks up to date, send
client invoices, pay bills, and overall keep your finances in check.
Prudence is warranted here, but with good oversight this is a key place to
delegate.
Social Media Activity - Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. are all full time jobs in a
lot of medium sized companies. While it's great for your customers and fans to
hear from you directly there are certain things that your virtual assistant can do
while you're off making it happen.
Blog Maintenance - This would include things like post scheduling, comment
replies, WP updates, etc. For many, our website is our main path to our fans and
customers.
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Don't let it lag behind because you're too busy to keep it up to date. This can be
particularly helpful if you run a site that has multiple contributors.
Email Marketing - If "The Money Is In The List" then why do so few spend any
money on the List? Ask someone to take the time to do things like maintaining
subscriber lists, creating and curating new campaigns in your email marketing
software, create/edit autoresponders and new campaigns, and manage some of
the customer service tasks associated with a large email list.
2.

Web Designer

You might also call this person a "Front End Developer", but the gist is that this is
the person that makes your website look beautiful.
We'll leave the rest of the work to the Developer (the person who makes your site
work), but this is where all the art on your website happens.
A good Front End Developer will be able to write up all of the HTML, CSS, and
client side Javascript you'll need. Here are a few examples:
Website Design - This is where it all starts for a custom site design. Typically
done in Photoshop, the designer will create static images of what different pages
and aspects of your site will look like.
This will then be handed over to a Front End Developer for them to create a site
out of it.
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Front End Development - Taking a PSD site and converting it into the HTML,
CSS, and Javascript components necessary to make the site function, look, and
feel just like the designer dreamed it up.
Landing Page Design - Typically this won't be done in two separate components
like the entire site will be. One person should be able to come up with the layout
and flow of a landing page and implement it in code.
Since these are usually focused to 1 page every element of the site should be
thought out specifically.
That's why this is a different specialty than a Front End Developer
Email Design - with email marketing tools like Aweber, Mailchimp, and
Infusionsoft it may be easy to get a start on this by yourself, but eventually you'll
want someone to custom build an HTML/CSS email template for your email
marketing campaigns. Throw in Responsive Web Design to the mix and this
becomes a pretty large project for you to do alone.
Responsive Site Redesign - Most new sites these days are built on the platform
of HTML5 and responsive design practices, but for older sites it may be
necessary to redesign them using Media Queries, which allow the layout of the
site to change with different screen sizes.
WordPress Customization - WordPress is a Content Management System that
powers about 30% of all websites on the internet. It's quickly becoming the "goto" way for people to get info online quickly and efficiently. This site runs on
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WordPress. Once you get past some of the basics of these Themes it may be
necessary to tweak and customize things further. A WordPress specialist can
help with that.
Conversion Specialists - Website Conversion Specialists are those who can help
you with the layout, flow, design, and aesthetics of a site. When it comes down to
it the reality is that all sites have a purpose, and unless that purpose it optimized
we're all missing the boat to some extent.
3.

Web Developer

As we discussed above, if a Front End Developer/Designer makes your site
beautiful then a Backend Developer (or just "Developer" for shorthand) is what
actually makes it work.
These are the folks that dabble in languages such as PHP, Ruby, Python, and
Javascript (NodeJS). This is typically where "web apps" come in as well.
WordPress Plugins/Functionality - As mentioned in #6 above, WordPress is
immensely popular and has a ton of functionality built in out of the box. However,
it is also incredibly flexible and can be made into any type of web application you
can think of. Whether is message boards, custom CRM applications, or a
membership site, WordPress can do it all and a top notch PHP developer can
help you get there.
Database Management - Regardless of how your site is hosted, eventually you'll
start accumulating a lot of data on your servers. Database admins are invaluable
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to your site's health and uptime. In fact, outside of a front end developer this
might be my next hire as a startup founder. Nothing hurts an online business
worse than site downtime.
Custom Applications - If your web business grows outside of the confines of
WordPress, or you choose to go this way from the beginning you'll certainly need
a web developer to help you make it happen. These devs are so talented at the
language they specialize in that it's just incredible. Please, don't attempt to do
any of this work yourself. As a founder it's just an enormous waste of your time
and skills. Leave it to a professional.
Site Optimization - WordPress or Web App, a keen developer will find ways to
optimize your site to keep the database clean, site running quickly, and
minimizing downtime. This specific usage of a developer is for already existing
sites, but even many new ones need a good tuneup from time to time.
Third Party Integrations - The term API is used to describe doors that you can
enter an already existing applictaion through in your site/app. A simple example
of this is the Twitter feed at the bottom of this page. I used the Twitter API to
hook into the OutsourceHound twitter feed and display in the footer here. More
and more entire businesses are being built on the integration of already existing
apps. Check out Zapier for an example of how this can be done.
Payment Gateways - While this is technically a sister example of #5 above, it's
slightly more complex. Stripe is an online payment tool that many online
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businesses use because it is so flexible. In fact, there's no existing tools for you
to just put on your site. All Stripe payment tools must be written into your sites's
codebase in order for them to work. A developer would be able to knock this out
in no time...for you or I it would take hours of frustration. Don't do this to yourself.
Site and Server Transportation - Because your site will experience such
enormous growth of traffic and income you'll need to move it from a more basic
hosting platform all the way up to dedicated hosting. This is no small task, and
needs to be handled by a professional. Even with the pros in place it can result in
some downtime of your site. Put an average player in charge here, and you'll be
dead in the water. Not a good choice.
4.

Audio and Video Specialist

The bar is constantly being raised in BOTH Audio and Visual aspects of
websites. These A/V specialists will help ensure that you create and maintain
high quality audio and visual experiences for your users.
If a picture says a thousand words, then let's make sure those are the best 1,000
words we can say.
Audio File editing - This is particularly useful for the many Podcasters out there.
Have an audio specialist compile your feeds (for interviews, etc.) into one
cohesive and clear audio file.
Video Editor - With the Audio taken care of it's time to move on to the
powerhouse of online media, Video. Adding things like Leadplayer to your
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videos, neat visual cues, links and messaging are all great ways to bring your
video files up a few notches from the bland to the bombastic.
Create Intro and Outro - Fiverr is chalk full of these guys. There are big booming
"Radio Voices", sophisticated British Accents, and even Heavy Metal Band
sounds out there to add a pop of culture to your podcast or audio files. Aside
from Podcasting, this is great for online courses, or narrated presentations.
Transcriptionists - There are specialized firms that offer very cost effective means
of transcribing audio and video files. This is great for preparing into a PDF
document for download, for SEO purposes (think of the amount of words you say
in an hour!), and just because some people might prefer to read/skim an
interview than listen to the whole thing.
YouTube Manager - YouTube is the second largest search engine online. How is
it that so few of us pay particular attention to how well we're performing here?
Well maybe a YouTube specialist would help. Curating comments, posting and
promoting new videos, and overall management of a YouTube channel would go
a long way.
Podcast Manager - Again, for those Podcasters out there it is no small task to
keep all of your files, feeds, and subscribers all in check. Luckily for you the
popularity of Podcasting has also brought with it plenty of talented folks who
specialize in maintaining this avenue of contact for us.
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Technology Specialist - While the iPhone is a marvelous tool the fact is that
sometimes we need a bit more specialized tool in our bag to get the job done.
Granted this person might be someone you just have in your Address Book, but
they're a good one to have when you need something. Lapel mics, dSLR
cameras, editing software are all big choices to make. Don't go off doing so
alone...consult a professional, even if it costs you a few dollars.
5.

Graphic Artist

While recent web design trends have reduced the amount of graphics on some
sites it does not mean that those remaining visual cues are less important.
In fact I would argue that they're even more important now than ever. A great
graphic artist will help with things like Featured Images, Logo and Avatar Design,
and Site Header Images.
Each will go a long mile towards branding your web business. Here are a couple
of specific ways to utilize a Graphic Designer in your business
Logo Design - Some logos are just timeless. Do you think that anyone will ever
be able to rival the simplicity and grace of the Apple logo? Or conjure up images
that stick in our heads like the Geico Gecko? I'm sure they will, but it won't be
from an amateur. Spend the money on having an expert come up with a high
quality logo for you and you'll never have to do it again.
Website Header Image - The typical site header is 990x180 pixels. There can be
a lot said in that tiny piece of real estate on your site. Take the time to thoroughly
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go through how each pixel of that space will be utilized. Maybe bring in your
Copywriter, SEO expert, and Web Designer on this as well to ensure you get the
right mix of beauty, grace, and impact for your business.
Featured Images - In the social media world the importance of Featured Images
for social sharing is becoming increasingly important. Finding a freelancer on
Fiverr to create custom Featured Images for each of your posts will go miles
towards giving your blog posts credibility with visitors.
InfoGraphics - On the topic of social sharing, InfoGraphics are great ways to
communicate large amounts of complex data in an easy to understand graphical
manner. For this to be effectively done, however, much thought must go into the
design of these InfoGraphics. A good graphic artist will be able to lay out these
tools and present them to your audience in a way that will convey the message
clearly and concisely. This is a favorite method of the guys at KissMetrics these
days. They rely heavily on InfoGraphics to communicate the mountains of data
they capture from users to relate broad ranging web trends.
eBook and Course Covers - Assuming that you're creating some unique content
of your own that will be delivered digitally, you'll need a fantastic cover image to
go with it. Don't spend countless hours creating an amazing piece of content for
your fans just to have them walk way due to your skills with Photoshop
(assuming of course that your material isn't actually about Photoshop). A nicely
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done cover image has been consistently shown to increase conversion rates by
double digits. Not a bad spend of capital.
Marketing Collateral - Not all marketing is done online, and not even all online
marketing is done on your website. Say you want to have a specialized Ad
featured on a related website. Wouldn't you want to have a really great set of
images and marketing pieces to go with it? Ad firms spend thousands of dollars
to design these every time. Why not have someone take care of this for you on
an as needed basis?
Icons, Buttons, and Navigation - Your website may look a bit "cookie cutter"
without some custom designed iconography to help visitors navigate around the
site. This is usually reserved for top end custom sites, but as your business
grows so may the need for this level of artistry.
6.

Content Writer

Writing good copy may well be the hallmark of a successful business. No where
else do founders either prevail or fail in the growth aspect of their business.
Ensuring that you have good sales and blog copy will reap enormous rewards in
the profitability of your business.
For a look at what truly good copy looks like, go check out Joanna Wiebe over at
CopyHackers.
Blog Content Creation - This is for your primary blog or website. Excellent copy is
key in moving the needle for any business, whether that be a SAAS business or
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a cooking blog. There are some tremendous writers on oDesk, Elance, and
Freelancer.
Guest Blogging - I would consider this as one step up from writing something for
your own site, because Guest Posts have to be your A+ material only. Highly
scrutinize these freelancers. If you're using TextBroker, I'd only go with a
Category 5 writer to ensure excellent quality. Consider doing this yourself as it
would have a high return on investment for big profile sites like LifeHacker, etc.
Article Spinning - Whether for SEO/SEM gurus or just good old fashion link
building of your own this is a great activity to outsource. These articles don't need
to be high quality, but do need to make good sense, so go with a Category 2 or 3
on TextBroker. While link directories are all but dead at this point, there are some
creative ways people are coming up with to create high quality backlinks on their
own. This would be an ideal fit for those situations.
Sales Copy - I'm hesitant to put this one on the outsourcing list, but I will in some
instances. If you're a technical founder and don't have a lot of writing experience
this could be a good fit. Another potential is if you have multiple products that
you're selling and just need a large variety of sales copy out there. Writing 10
good sales letters can be difficult if you're too far into the woods yourself.
Consider outsourcing this to one of those Category 4 or 5 writers again.
Product Creation - If you're writing a book, making an online course, or any other
type of printed media this could be an excellent place to outsource some of the
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development of that product. I would rate this in the Category 4 range of quality
needed, but with good guidelines from you the founder it should be a breeze for
any accomplished writer. Make up a good outline and let them fill in the blanks.
Campaigns - We've already covered email marketing a bit, but there may be no
place more important for good copy than in email marketing messages. This will
often be a highly converting source of traffic, and one where you know you have
an interested audience to begin with. This can make the messaging of these
campaigns more direct and most often much more effective.
Editing - This encompasses both the Products and the Sales Copy categories,
but will be used only as a proofreader or editor of copy you've already created. If
you're not confident in others to create material for you let someone who is an
expert tweak it and get the most out of the hard work you've put in.
7.

SEO / SEM

Google and organic search engine traffic is a tremendous source of opportunity
for any online business. Utilizing these tools to their utmost potential will unlock
huge gains in your business, and gurus in the SEO/SEM space will allow you to
do just that.
Here are a few examples of how to best utilize SEO and SEM experts in your
business.
Keyword Research - I won't spend a lot of time on this topic as guys like Spencer
Haws, the Empire Flippers, and Pat Flynn have done masterful jobs at doing so
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already, but suffice it to say that this is imperative if you want to drive organic
search engine traffic to your site. A solid SEO member on your team will do the
keyword research for you and provide you with a list of blog topics that you can
either write yourself or farm out to one of your Content Marketers.
WordPress SEO Optimization - Can we all give a big Lordy Thank You to
@Yoast and his tremendous work on his Yoast SEO WordPress Plugin? I know
many a internet marketer that would pay big bucks for such a tool, and it's out
there in the WordPress plugin repository for free to anyone who wants to use it.
What a great tool. However, it does take a few minutes to set up on each post.
Would that 15 minutes of your time per post be better off spent somewhere else?
I would think so. Remember, if it doesn't add unique value to your business You
Should Not Be Doing It!
Social Bookmarking - Sites like Digg, Reditt, StumbleUpon and Delicious are all
great places to start your SEO journey and who better to do that quickly and
effectively than an SEO expert?
Analytics Updates - Whether it's Google Analytics, Keyword Ranking stats, or
Adsense numbers, a good SEO or SEM partner will keep you up to date on all
the latest in your site's performance in the search world. Don't overlook this as
small changes in algorithms, link history, or negative SEO can really impact your
bottom line. This is particularly true if you're depending on high traffic/conversion
for your revenue (i.e. Adsense models).
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Link Building - Building out high quality, safe links is paramount to the growth of a
site. Earlier in 2014 PBNs were touted as the easy and fast way to do that. Very
recently we've seen (predictably for anyone with a half decent memory) Google
really punish sites that utilized these methods as their primary source of inbound
links. If PBNs are just a fad, then the job of an SEO expert is even more
important. Their task being to get your site linked to by as many highly reputable
sites as possible. Outside of a PBN that would include things like message board
posts, guest blogging, and social media campaigns.
Message Board Participation - Speaking of message boards, depending on your
site's profile this could be a major form of traffic to your site. If you operate in a
niche related to an already established popular message board (like com is for
Real Estate Investing) then your participation in that site is vital to your organic
search growth plan.
Blog Commenting - While similar to Message Board participation, I do group this
slightly differently just because of how important it might be for certain niches.
Message boards might not fit you very well, but blog commenting may be very
important to your business growth. Having someone strategically, and tactfully do
this is a major way in which you can gain an SEO advantage over the
competition.
8.

Project Management VAs
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There are many times that a business will have a one-off project come up and no
in-house expertise for managing it. And that's where people like Project
Management virtual assistants come in.
Through the use of established project management techniques, a successful
conclusion can be reached using the proper resources and within mandated time
and budgetary constraints.
When the project is complete, the VA departs - leaving value, but no superfluous
personnel on staff.
9.

Financial Assistant

Everyone knows how critical money is. After all, it’s what makes an entire
business run. Therefore, it is very substantial to hire a trusted financial assistant
to monitor your cash flow. Balancing your company’s income and expenses can
be a real headache so you need a bookkeeping master to handle your financial
records and other banking transactions. If you are running a large team, this VA
can also help you in payroll and other money-related functions as well. Other
duties include:
Analysis on account information
Reconciling of financial discrepancies
Auditing of documents
Compiling of asset and liability entries
10.

E-Educator VA
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He makes use of VoIP to teach people from English language to academic and
professional courses.
Offline Skills:
Skills that you acquire thru school education or thru your hobbies.

Your

interest/s, life and work experiences will definitely matter when working as a VA.
So start writing them down – do you know how to bake, write poems, are you a
health enthusiast, do you like to draw, take pictures, balance your finances, and
so on. Write them down and determine which are the things you like to do most.
Why? Because you have to look for VA jobs that interests you or jobs that are
related to what you already know about – to serve your employers better, to
decrease the learning curve, and to make work more enjoyable (or bearable J) to
do.
Online Skills:
These are the computer and internet skills that you already knew AND those that
you need to learn.
Write them down in a two-column list. On the left side – skills that you already
knew and on the right side skills that you need to learn.
Example:
Computer and Internet Skills
Skills I Already Have
1.

Basic computer operations

Skills I Need to Learn
1.

Blogging
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2.

MS Word/Excel

2.

Skype

3.

Email Basics

3.

Email Marketing

4.

Chat / Instant Messaging (IM)

4.

Forum posting

5.

Organize computer files

5.

SEO

6.

Facebook, Twitter, Linked in

6.

Facebook marketing

7.

And so on…

7.

And so on…

What Can You Offer as a VA?
This includes not only your skills but also your attitude and character. Are you
dependable? Can you easily adapt to new situations? Are you a fast-learner?
Can you meet deadlines? Work under Pressure? And so on. Employers like to
know these things when hiring someone, a character reference should likewise
be readily available.
Sources: http://thevageek.com/types-of-virtual-assistants/
http://vepeople.com/types-of-virtual-assistants/
https://ninjaoutreach.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-virtual-assistants/#22
https://piapsguide.blogspot.com/2012/04/your-home-office-set-up-1.html
b.

Home Office

Your Home Office Set-Up:
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1. Yes you have to set-up your home office, the area in your house where you’ll
be doing “home” work The area should be the quietest place in your house,
obviously to keep you concentrated while at work.
2. You must have a reliable computer, one that works perfectly fine even after
long hours of use (does not “hang”). Your internet connection must likewise be
reliable, stable and fast (a broadband will do, no dial-ups please). Also invest in
a good external hard drive to back-up your important files, but for now a handy
2GB flash drive will do. Other hardware needed: speakers, microphones,
headset, web camera, backup internet.
3. Software:
i. Email – Yahoo, Google
ii. Instant Messaging – Skype, Google Talk, Yahoo Messenger, Facebook
Messenger
iii. Portfolio – own website, WordPress, Blogger and other link wheel sites
such as webs.com, blogs.com, squidoo.com, weebly.com
iv. Social Media Profile – Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, YouTube
v. File Sharing – Dropbox, Megacloud, Sugarsync
vi. Project Management – Basecamp, Trello, Asana
vii. Special Tools – Hootsuite, Tweetdeck, Google alerts, SoundGecko
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4. You must have a clean work area (free from clutter), a comfortable chair, and
an extra space for keeping files/documents/book/references that you might
immediately need while doing your work.
5. You must have a notebook and a pen ready, to write down things that you
need to remember. Like a “To Do” list, don’t rely on memory alone. A hardcopy
of notes is preferred than the “notepad” in your PC/laptop when jotting down
important things.
6. You must determine your work hours (morning, noon, afternoon, night, etc.).
Preferably, the hours of your regular day when there are less or no distractions
(ex. when your kids are at school).
HOWEVER, like when it’s vacation time and your kids are most likely at
home, inform them that it is important that they stay quiet and avoid asking you
things while you are working.
Source: https://piapsguide.blogspot.com/search/label/10Day%20Virtual%20Assistant%20Lessons
Secrets to VA Success by Mr. Jay Pasana
c.

Mindset of a VA

Thoughts and Beliefs
Beliefs are formed by the way we speak to ourselves and from what we
internalize when we listen to what others say about us. Some examples might
be, “I’m not smart enough, I’m such an idiot, I’m so stupid, I can’t do it, I’m too fat,
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I’ll never be able to…” What other people think of you is none of your business.
Your value doesn’t decrease by someone’s inability to see your worth. You
change yourself and your life by changing the way you think and how you talk to
others.
Virtual Assistant Mindset
Challenge your beliefs about what you are and are not, what you can and cannot
do, what you do and do not deserve. What do you want for your life? What would
it look like without the negative beliefs you hold?
You need to learn how to select your thoughts because you become what you
believe. You have the power to choose your thoughts and, if it’s something you’re
not used to doing, it may take some practice to make this a new habit.
Worry is negative goal-setting. If you’re familiar with The Law of Attraction, you
attract what you focus on. Energy goes where your attention flows. If you are
worrying about what might happen and what-ifs, you are setting yourself up for
those exact things to happen, and you will allow them to happen to complete
your belief that they will (or that they could) happen.
Failure is everywhere. At some point you are going to fail, and you have to fail to
learn and make progress. Learn from your mistakes and failures, and move on.
Courage is being afraid and doing it anyway.
Habits
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Habits move you away from what you want or closer to what you want. Are your
habits setting you up for success or failure? What are you doing every day, in
both your life and your business that is moving you toward your goals?
Example #1: Are you spending all day watching soap operas or playing on social
media? These are my favorite time-wasters. Of course, save these favorite timewasters for your much-needed down time. Don’t let these time-wasting activities
take you’re your day. You’re not going to grow your business and make money
that way.
Example #2: Are you making yourself busy on work-related activities, convincing
yourself that you are working, but you’re not getting paid for those hours and they
are not even moving you closer to getting paid or signing a contract with new
clients?
For virtual assistants or aspiring virtual assistants, this may look like spending
time on marketing activities that are not really benefiting you, setting up your
business in the wrong order, or putting off offering your services because you
think you are not ready and you need to learn more first. Hey, I’m still learning! I
love to learn new things (that I’m interested in) and I’m a perpetual student.
That’s great, but don’t let that get in the way of you finding clients and making
money. You can keep learning and adding appropriate services as you go. Start
with what you know, or learn one skill well, and then go from there!
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So, how do you deal with these habits that aren’t moving you closer to what you
want, closer to reaching your goals and making more money? If you want a
different life, you need to make some different choices. You either change the
goal or change the habit.
Decisions
Are you making decisions based on emotion or on business? Watch where
emotion is getting in the way of making decisions, charging what you’re worth,
etc.
Those who want success badly enough don’t make excuses. When you make
the decision that you want to succeed and that you will succeed, you set that in
motion and nothing can stop you. You will find a way, no matter what. Success
occurs when your dreams get bigger than your excuses.
Okay, so which of these impacted you the most and what are you going to do
about it? What changes are you going to start implementing when it comes to
your virtual assistant mindset? How do you see this benefiting your life and your
business?
Source: http://mt2va.com/virtual-assistant-mindset/
IV.

Looking for Work

a.

Resume

Working as a virtual assistant doesn't require you to have certain credentials and
qualifications. If you want a successful home business and don't have prior
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experience, offer services to your clients based on your existing skills. There are
additional factors to take into consideration. You should have a well-equipped
home office and the necessary certifications if you are going to offer services that
require them, but one of the most important tools that a successful virtual
assistant has is a well written resume. Unfortunately, a lot of people don't know
how to write a resume that gets noticed by potential clients.
If you are like a lot of people, you have been using the same resume for years.
It's usually the basic type that lists everything in chronological order with
headings that are just plain boring. Most resumes of this type include headings
such as:
1. Objective
2. Highlights
3. Work Experience
4. Summary
Most often you can find samples of resumes that use obsolete headings like
these on websites that provide tips on how to write an effective resume. The
problem with resumes like this is that they're written using templates that a lot of
freelancers use so aren't effective and they get passed over. If this is what you've
been using to get freelance projects, it's time for an updated resume. When you
want to be the freelancer that's chosen for a virtual assistant position, compiling a
list of the responsibilities that you had for previous positions doesn't hold any
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interest for someone who wants to hire a person who can complete their project
by a deadline. If you want to get the attention of a potential client, it's important to
highlight your unique qualifications and skills for the job.
One of the most important things to stress in your resume is that you have the
necessary skills needed for the job you're applying for. Even if you don't have
freelance or virtual experience, project managers hire virtual assistants that have
the necessary qualifications, but also have the ability to work independently and
get the project completed on schedule.
Your resume must not use the same tired headings and must look professional.
To make improvements, start with your old resume but use a branding headline
instead of a generic title. Choose a branding title that relates to your specialty.
For example: Web Designer with 10 Years of Experience. Another way to create
an effective headline that will get you noticed, is to add a keyword that's relevant
to the company's ad. The point is that a compelling branding headline will set
you apart, and you have a better chance of being hired for the project.
Source:

http://www.virtualassistants.com/Employment/tips-for-creating-a-virtual-

assistant-resume-article-15.aspx
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Virtual Assistant Resume Sample
Source: https://www.visualcv.com/resume-samples/virtual-assistant-cv-examples
b.

Job Sites

15 Online job portals where you can apply work from home jobs
1. Upwork
Previously knows as Odesk. This is one of the major sources of online jobs
around the world. There are so many online jobs you can apply given that it fits
your qualification.
Joining here is free so time is your only investment.
2. Elance
Another great portal where you can online jobs in the Philippines. Although this
has been acquired by Upwork, it’s another great website where you can apply for
online jobs.
Create your profile now and apply to vacant jobs that match your qualifications.
See it here.
3. Freelancer
Freelancer is another great online job portal where you can seek and find online
jobs. Browse jobs, apply for the work and then earn dollars! Easy right? Go
ahead and create your profile and apply.
4. 99Designs
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If you got talent in graphics and design, 99Designs is a great option to apply for
online jobs in the Philippines. This online job portal focuses on graphics design
work like a logo, web designs, book cover and many other things related to
designs.
Show your creativity and earn money from it in the comfort of your home. Check
it here!
5. HireMe
Another online job portal where you can apply for jobs. Some of the jobs posted
are full-time work and some are freelance.
6. Guru
Another site for freelancers who are looking for extra income or online jobs in the
Philippines. It works the same as the other.
Create a profile, browse jobs that match your qualifications, apply and do the
work. You’ll be paid after the work has been delivered.
7. PeopleperHour
This is another great resource for people who want to earn online extra with
online jobs in the Philippines. You can be paid per hour depending on the project
and task. Create your profile and show them on the clients to get hired.
8. Toptal
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If you’re a programmer or a developer you might want to apply on this website.
This online job portal is primarily built for developers and business looking for
developers.
Best freelance developers in the world are here so it might be competitive. Check
it out here.
9. Freelance Writing Gigs
If you got writing skills and passionate about it, you might want to check this
online job portal and apply for writing jobs available.
Jobs varies from copywriting, writing an article on blogs, writing tutorials and
much more.

10. 199Jobs
This is another freelance website where you can apply for online jobs in the
Philippines. Made by Pinoy for Pinoys. Most tasks is short term and project
based but you can earn decent money on your free time.
Create your profile and see jobs that match your skills and apply. See it here.
11. EasyOutSource
Another online job portal where you can apply for online jobs in the Philippines.
Jobs varies from admin task to data entry jobs and much more. See and apply
here.
12. Onlinejobsph
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Another online job portals that offer online jobs in the Philippines. Job vacancy
varies from full-time and part-time. You can earn as much as P16,000/month
depending on the type of job.
This is another great option for people who are looking for online jobs in the
Philippines. See it here.
13. Raket.ph
This is another Pinoy online job portal. Another portal for freelancers to find
online jobs in the Philippines.
Profile creation is free with their basic package but there is also an option for paid
package which will give you more credits and priority for the application.
14. Rarejob
If you’re good in English and has good internet connection, I suggest you apply
here. It primarily focuses on teaching the English language for Japanese
students. When you apply, you’ll be assessed first and when passed you will
submit your requirements.
There is also training included before you start the job. As the website claimed,
you can earn as much as P35,000 monthly here. Check it out!
15. MyOutDesk
This online job portal offers virtual assistant job to Filipinos looking for online jobs
in the Philippines. You can earn as much as $700 dollars monthly depending on
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the job and your qualification. Jobs can be full-time and part-time too. See and
apply here.
Source:

https://www.thinkpesos.com/15-websites-where-you-can-apply-online-

jobs-in-the-philippines/
c.

Virtual Assistant Cover Letter

What is a Cover Letter?
A cover letter is a document sent with your resume to provide additional
information on your skills and experience.
The letter typically provides detailed information on why you are qualified for the
job you are applying for. A cover letter typically accompanies each resume you
send out.
Employers use cover letters as a way to screen applicants for available jobs and
to determine which candidates they would like to interview. If an employer
requires a cover letter, it will be listed in the job posting.
Different Types of Cover Letters
There are three general types of cover letters. Choose a type of letter that
matches your reason for writing.
The application letter which responds to a known job opening (cover letter
samples)
The prospecting letter which inquires about possible positions (inquiry letter
samples)
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The networking letter which requests information and assistance in your job
search (networking letter examples)
How to Write a Cover Letter
Your cover letter may make the difference between obtaining a job interview or
having your resume ignored, so it makes good sense to devote the necessary
time and effort to writing effective cover letters.
Review these tips for what to include in a cover letter, how to format it, and
examples of many different professionally written cover letters.
What to Include in Your Cover Letter
A cover letter should complement, not duplicate, your resume. Its purpose is to
interpret the data-oriented, factual resume and add a personal touch.
A cover letter is often your earliest written contact with a potential employer,
creating a critical first impression. Find out more about the differences between a
resume and a cover letter.
Effective cover letters explain the reasons for your interest in the specific
organization and identify your most relevant skills or experiences. Determine
relevance by carefully reading the job description, evaluating the skills required
and matching them to your own skills. Think of instances where you applied
those skills, and how you would be effective in the position available.
Each cover letter you write should be customized to include:
Which job you're applying for
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How you learned about the job (and a referral if you have one)
Why you are qualified for the job (be specific)
What you have to offer the employer (match your skills to the job description)
Thank you for being considered for the job
Cover Letter Writing Guidelines
Here's an outline of the items that should be included in every cover letter.
Header
A cover letter should begin with both you and the employer's contact information
(name, address, phone number, email) followed by the date. If this is an email
rather than an actual letter, include your contact information at the end of the
letter, after your signature.
Salutation
Begin your cover letter salutation with "Dr./Mr./Ms. Last Name." If you are unsure
if your contact is male or female, you can write out their full name. If you do not
know the employer's last name, simply write, "Dear Hiring Manager."
Introduction
Begin your introduction by stating what job you are applying for.
Explain where you heard about the job, particularly if you heard about it from a
contact associated with the company. Briefly mention how your skills and
experience match the company and/or position; this will give the employer a
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preview of the rest of your letter. Your goal in the introduction is to get the
reader's attention.
See examples of engaging opening sentences for cover letters.
Body
In a paragraph or two, explain why you are interested in the job and why you
make an excellent candidate for the position. Mention specific qualifications listed
in the job posting, and explain how you meet those qualifications. Do not simply
restate your resume, but provide specific examples that demonstrate your
abilities.
Closing
In the closing section of your cover letter, restate how your skills make you a
strong fit for the company and/or position. State that you would like the
opportunity to interview or discuss employment opportunities. Explain what you
will do to follow-up, and when you will do it. Thank the employer for his/her
consideration.
Signature
Use a complimentary close, and then end your cover letter with your signature,
handwritten, followed by your typed name.
If this is an email, simply include your typed name, followed by your contact
information, after the complimentary close.
Edit Your Cover Letter
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Remember to edit and proof your cover letter before sending it. It may sound
silly, but make sure you include the correct employer and company names when you write multiple cover letters at once, it is easy to make a mistake.
Reading the letter aloud is a good way to catch small typos, such as missing
words. Always double-check the spelling of your contact's name, as well as the
company name.
Here are more tips for proofreading a cover letter.
Keep it Short
Keep in mind that your cover letter doesn't need to be long - one page is plenty.
Here's information on how long a cover letter should be.
Source: https://www.thebalance.com/how-to-write-a-cover-letter-2060169
Based on our collection of example cover letters, the most sought-after skills in a
Virtual Assistant are:
Computer proficiency
Organizational skills
Planning
Effective communication
Good interpersonal skills
Self-motivation
Creativity and resourcefulness
Problem-solving orientation
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Diplomacy and tact
Time management and deadline orientation
Customer focus
Comparable Virtual Assistant abilities can be observed in the cover letter sample
displayed below.
Dear Mr. Wills:
When I learned of your need for a Virtual Assistant, I felt compelled to submit my
resume for your consideration. As a reliable, self-motivated, and efficient
assistant with experience providing remote administrative and personal support
to busy professionals across the globe, I am confident that I would be a valuable
asset to you.
From organizing travel arrangements and managing schedules to performing
market research and identifying new business opportunities, my skills allow me to
thrive in fast-paced independent environments that let me put my time
management and organizational skills to use. Backed by my superior
communication and multitasking capabilities, I excel at providing exceptional offsite support and generating optimal productivity and success for businesses.
Highlights of my experience include…
Performing extensive support functions—including managing web content,
communicating with teams, sending newsletters, and coordinating general
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operations—while maintaining a consistent level of professionalism and
accuracy.
Communicating consistently via phone, email, and Skype, ensuring reliable
ongoing contact throughout the day.
Demonstrating proficiency in a wide array of software programs, including social
media channels.
Balancing multiple tasks within time-sensitive environments while providing toplevel organization and interpersonal skills.
With my proven commitment to delivering the highest level of virtual assistance, I
am well prepared to extend my record of exceptional service to your business. I
welcome the opportunity to discuss this position and my qualifications with you
further. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brittany A. Thomas
Source: http://www.jobhero.com/virtual-assistant-cover-letter/
d.

Job Interview

Virtual job interview is done online using Skype and other VoIPs. Some
entrepreneurs or interviewers would interview an applicant using voice only but
there are some who prefers video call wherein both parties use video camera in
addition to voice call to see the applicant.
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Just like having a face to face interview, you may be nervous too on phone
interview. There is not much of a difference except you are interviewed via phone
or video call.
How to prepare for an online interview:
Job description: Prior to that anticipated phone interview, read and understand
the job description carefully. You need to assess the type of person the company
is looking for. From there, you can focus your interview and prove to the recruiter
that you are best fit for the post.
Resume: The interviewer might ask you something that’s on your resume so
better be prepared than get some surprise questions. You may open your
resume from your computer or print it out so you can refer to it during the
interview.
Notepad and pen: You may think pad and pen is not necessary, but having a
ready available notepad and pen for taking down notes during the interview is a
fundamental to success.
Disturbances: Choose a room in your house where no one can disturb you and
as much as possible no background noise like dog barking, TV programs, loud
music, a baby crying or children fighting and screaming. Even though it’s a phone
interview you may want this to be as professional as possible so be sure your
family is aware so they can at least minimize interruptions. Also, avoid a room
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that has an echo or makes you sound as though you’re in a well or something
during your phone interview.
At Office: Work isn’t the best place to have a phone interview for a new job but
sometimes, the only possible time for a phone interview is during the day when
you are at work. You have to notify the recruiter if you’ve preferred to conduct
your phone interview in your office about your work situation and the preferable
time to call you. Some people use their break time or lunch time to accommodate
the phone interview.
Telephone: Shun the idea of using a speaker phone unless you have a hearing
problem. If using a headset, test the sound quality and the microphone if working
or not. Have your mobile phone or a battery operated phone fully charged before
your interview should your interview last longer than expected.
Relax: You can get butterflies in your stomach even with a phone interview.
Relax and take a deep breath minutes before the phone interview. Find a
comfortable chair to sit and not on your bed with your laptop. You want to be
calm and relaxed so you aren’t distracted during your interview. This will allow
you to give the interviewer your undivided attention during the entire phone call.
Water: There are times that we really get nervous during the interview and we
tend to chew gums to ease the tension. Forget the gums or candies and just
have the water readily available once your throat dries out.
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Who leads the interview: Let the interviewer lead the interview – don’t interrupt
him, listen to him carefully before answering. Don’t talk much and into details
especially if it is out of context unless you are applying for sales and marketing
post wherein you are required to talk and talk.
Be yourself: Yes, you want to get the job but never try to impress the interviewer
that you know everything. Be honest about your knowledge and skills. If you do
not know something, acknowledge and propose or recommend instead on ways
to solve the situation. If you try to pretend you know something that you really
don’t know, it will backfire to you once you are hired.
Humor: It is not bad to break the ice and crack some humor. Just relax and smile.
Source:

https://virtualassistanttalent.com/how-to-rock-and-pass-a-virtual-job-

interview/
10 QUESTIONS
1. If you had to describe yourself in 3 words, what would those three words be?
2. What can you tell me about my business?
3. Do you think you are the right fit for my business?
4. What backup systems do you have in place?
5. How reliable is your internet connection?
6. Are you currently working with other clients?
7. How do you determine your priorities?
8. Will you be sub-contracting my work?
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9. What have you done in the past 12 months to improve your skills?
10. What can you bring to the table that will enhance a clients business? Source:
http://www.jacquijames.com.au/10-questions-virtual-assistants-should-know-theanswers-to/
e. Job Offer
A working agreement between you and your virtual assistant or virtual assistant
company is worthwhile to have on file.
The contract will define the terms of your relationship, including the services to
be provided, the expected working hours, and the agreed-upon rate.
It will also spell out your policies for sick days, holidays, and vacation days. Are
those days paid, up to a certain number each year? If your VA is overseas, will
they observe your holidays or their own? When your VA is not available, who will
be in charge of taking their place (if anyone)?
If you’re using a virtual assistant company, they will generally provide a contract
for your to sign. Of course, be sure to review the fine print to make sure it is
acceptable to you.
The big freelance sites also have a general template agreement that all parties
must consent to before beginning the working relationship. However, you might
wish to modify those terms with your own customized contract, and are free to do
so. Consider the provided template contract your baseline agreement, and
anything you add on top of it will override it between you and your freelancer.
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If you’re hiring a freelance virtual assistant outside of Elance, oDesk, or some
other third-party site (for example through Virtual Staff Finder or OnlineJobs.ph),
your VA contract should detail out your payment terms. How much will you pay?
How often will you pay it? What method will you use? (PayPal, wire transfer,
direct deposit, check, etc.)
If you have opportunities for your virtual assistant to work overtime, earn sales
commission, or some other performance-based bonuses, you can include that in
the contract as well.
The contract should also include how long the engagement will last (perhaps
indefinitely), and how the agreement can be terminated by either party. For
instance, you might ask for the standard 2-week notice from your VA if they are
going to quit. A VA company might ask for 30-day notice from you before
terminating your subscription payment.
One important element of the virtual assistant contract is to specify the nature of
the working arrangement — that the VA or service provider will be legally
considered an independent contractor of your company, and not an employee.
That gets you off the hook for a number of traditional employer burdens like
payroll taxes and employee benefits.
(Of course you’re still welcome to provide certain benefits, especially for longterm hires that really become an integral part of your team.)
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Finally, more virtual assistant contracts will include some form of non-disclosure
non-solicitation agreement. Basically the idea here is to protect your business
assets (login information, client lists, growth strategies, trade secrets, business
processes) from falling into the wrong hands.
The non-disclosure agreement NDA portion of the contract forbids the VA or
service provider from sharing your sensitive information with other parties. You
can also add in a non-compete clause, which would bar them from starting a
competing business within a certain period of time (often 2 years).
I’m not a legal expert so I can’t say exactly how enforceable the NDA / noncompete / non-solicitation clauses will be for overseas virtual assistants, but
including them in your contract makes you look like you’re taking the business
seriously and certainly can’t hurt you.
Please take a look at the attached sample virtual assistant contract and feel free
to use it and modify as needed.
SAMPLE VIRTUAL ASSISTANT CONTRACT
This work for Hire Agreement (“Agreement”) is made January 17, 2014, between
[Your VA or VA Company] and [You or Your Company]. In this Agreement, the
party who is contracting to receive the services shall be referred to as the “Client”
and the party who will be providing the services shall be referred to as the
“Service Provider”.
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1. DESCRIPTON OF SERVICES. Beginning on «Start_Date», Service Provider
will provide the following services (collectively, the “Services”):
• «Services»
Note: If you have any specific requests, such as a daily progress report email,
you can add it here.
2. SERVICE LOCATION. The Service to be provided under this Agreement shall
be performed at the Service Provider’s place of business. (i.e. Home Office)
3. SCHEDULE AND DAYS OFF. Service Provider Assistance is generally
available to provide Services during normal business hours. Monday – Friday
8am – 5pm EST, excluding national holidays.
Note: For VAs in other time-zones, it makes sense to specify what the expected
working hours will be, and your policy for vacation, holidays, and sick days.
4. PAYMENT FOR SERVICES. Client will pay compensation to Service Provider
for the Services at a rate of «Fee_Amount» per month. This compensation shall
be payable and due upon receipt of invoice.
Note: You can set up weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly payment structure. In this
section, you can also detail out any bonus compensation plans or other payment
scenarios.
5. TERM/TERMINATION. Either party may terminate this agreement upon 14
days written notice to the other party. Provided, however, that each party may
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terminate the Agreement immediately without prior notice in the event of a
breach of this Agreement by the other party. Upon Termination, Service
Provider shall invoice Client for any payment due, and payment will be due
immediately upon receipt.
6. NON-DISCLOSURE AND NON-SOLICITATION. Service Provider shall not
directly or indirectly disclose to any person other than a representative of Client
at any time either during the term of this Agreement or following the termination
or expiration thereof, any confidential or proprietary information pertaining to
Client, including but not limited to customer lists, contacts, financial data, sales
data, supply sources, business opportunities for new or developing business,
plans and models, or trade secrets. Furthermore, Service Provider agrees that
during the term of this Agreement, and for 2 years following the termination of
this Agreement, Service Provider shall not directly or indirectly solicit or attempt
to solicit any customers or suppliers of Client other than on behalf of client
himself.
7. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES. It is understood by the parties that Service
Provider is an independent contractor with respect to the Client and not an
employee of the Client. The Client will not provide fringe benefits, including
health insurance benefits, paid vacation, or any other employee benefit, for
the benefit of Service Provider.
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8. WORK PRODUCT OWNERSHIP. Any works copyrighted, ideas, discoveries,
inventions, patents, products, or other information (collectively, the “Work
Product”) developed in whole or in part in Service Provider in connection with the
Services shall be the exclusive property of the Client. Upon request, Service
Provider shall sign all documents necessary to confirm or perfect the exclusive
ownership of the Client to the Work Product.
9. LIABILITY. Service Provider will not be liable for loss, damage or delay of
Client’s project due to circumstances beyond Contractor’s control. Such
circumstances may include (but are not limited to) acts of God, public unrest,
power outages, and inability to contact Client. In the event of such loss, damage
or delay, Service Provider will make every effort to notify Client immediately.
10. CONFIDENTIALITY. Service Provider will not at any time or in any manner,
either directly or indirectly, use for the personal benefit of Service Provider, or
divulge, disclose or communicate in any manner any information that is
proprietary to the Client. Service Provider will protect such information and treat it
as strictly confidential. This provision shall continue to be effective after the
termination of this Agreement. Upon termination of this Agreement, Service
Provider will return to Client all records, notes documentation and other items
that were used, created, or controlled by Service Provider during the term of this
Agreement with the exception of items purchased by Service Provider and not
reimbursed by the Client.
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11. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid
or unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions shall continue to be
valid and enforceable. If a court finds that any provision of this Agreement is
invalid or unenforceable, but that by limiting such provision it would become valid
and enforceable, then such provision shall be deemed to be written, construed,
and enforced as so limited.
CLIENT:
Signature of Representative: ________________________________
Name, Title: ________________________________
Company Name: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________
SERVICE PROVIDER:
Signature of Representative: ________________________________
Name, Title: ________________________________
Company Name: ________________________________
Date: ______________________________
Source:

https://www.virtualassistantassistant.com/virtual-assistant-

resources/virtual-assistant-contract
V.

Work Proper

a.

Best Practices

9 Best Practice tips from Virtual Assistants
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I recently asked the Virtual Assistants on my site what they considered their #1
best practice when working with clients. The most common theme is
communication, and I love how each Virtual Assistant expresses it in their own
style!
1. “The #1 best practice (in my opinion) is to become acquainted with the client’s
work style, attitude and expectations – that allows you to see if you are both a
good fit.” Jeanette Hughes Barnes
2. “Set up a regular scheduled meeting at least once a week with clients. Even if
it is only a 15 minute call – this gives me a chance to ask questions and give
them an update on projects.” Candy Sugarman
3. “My #1 best practice is ongoing, open communication scheduled on a regular
basis.” Michele Reynolds
4. “The #1 best practice for working with my clients is organization. Staying
organized! I have to be organized or I begin to feel overwhelmed. When a client
emails me a project, I place the project in a TO DO folder in my Outlook. I then
assign it a task, and create a time schedule for the day. When I’m running close
to the time to end what I’m doing, I get a pop-up to let me know that I am running
close to ending that project and it’s time to begin the next one. Once I complete a
project, I move it to a completed folder. This is the only way that I can run my
business successfully.” Christine Davis
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5. “I would be lost without my Outlook Calendar. Not only does it help me
remember meetings dates/times, but I also use it to keep track of project due
dates and milestones.” Dawn Kramer
6.

“Listening! (Whether it’s their needs, wants, complaints, rants….just

listening!).” Amanda Lawson
7. “The best practices I use for working with my clients are clear communication
and follow up. Clients are generally comfortable as long as they feel they are in
the loop with a project. I also try to assess early on if they want me to have
creative control of a project or want to take the lead and have me follow their
instruction. If I feel the client may be moving in the wrong direction, I will
sometimes offer a draft of an alternative design or approach at no charge in order
to help them consider options that may be more favorable.” Jennifer Molton
8.

“I think for me that the best practice with my clients is consistent

communication and follow up. Especially if I am scheduling their week, or they
are depending on me to follow up with their clients.” Kristina Andaya
9. “Using online project management tools such as Basecamp or Google Docs is
an easy and efficient way to share project information, tasks and milestones:
from any place, any time!” Danielle Seville
Source:

http://marycravets.com/2011/04/12/9-best-practice-tips-from-virtual-

assistants/
b.

How to Get Paid
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1.

Payment Frequency

•

Weekly

•

Bi-weekly

•

Monthly

•

Project-based

2.

Payment Options

•

PayPal

•

Xoom

•

Western Union

•

nTrust

•

Orbit Remit

•

Skrill

•

Money Bookers

3.

Invoicing

•

FreshBooks

•

INTUIT

•

SageOne

Source: Pasana, Jeofrey Jay. (2013)The Secrets of Virtual Assistant Success:
Everything You Need to Know to Begin Working from Home Today. Training
Workshop.
VI.

The Next Level
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a.

Entrepreneurship

If you're wondering how to start a business as a virtual assistant, Elite Office
Support founder Susan Totman offers these tips:
1. Decide just what type of services you want to offer, and analyze your
background to ensure you have adequate experience.
2. Determine your business niche-consider specializing in just two to three
services.
3. Determine how much time and energy you have to commit to your venture. Do
you want to work part or full time?
4. Conduct thorough industry research to determine a need for your services in
your local area.
5. Outline who your clients are, where they are and how to access them.
6. Do a market analysis. Find out the needs for your niche and focus on how
you'll apply that to your business.
7. Know your budgetary constraints-projected expenses, expected income and
how long you can "float" until your business is running successfully.
8. Prepare a business plan and review it often to manage growth and change.
9. Examine your equipment, software and work space to ensure they meet client
needs.
10. Wrap up all legal and financial aspects of startup before securing your first
client.
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11. Market your services 24/7. Just because you've built a Web site or placed an
ad in the Yellow Pages doesn't mean clients will come knocking on your door.
You might want to consider joining a professional organization or networking
group. This will give you the opportunity to network, build camaraderie and have
access to a knowledge bank for solving technical problems.
Progressive Leadership's Carole Nicolaides, a Columbus, Ohio-based business
coach, has helped a number of virtual assistants match their talents with sound
business planning. "Enthusiasm for your work propels you to rise early, work
weird hours, and can even make you feel a tinge of guilt for getting paid for doing
something you enjoy so much," says Nicolaides. Wouldn't we all like to have
such a guilty pleasure?
To find out more about the virtual assistant industry, check out the following
resources:
Worldwide Organizations
Clayton's Secretary
Canadian Virtual Assistant Network
International Association of Virtual Office Assistants (IAVOA)
International Virtual Assistants Association (IVAA)
International Association of Virtual Assistants
Networking and Support Groups
Virtual Assistant Networking Forum (VANF)
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Virtual Business Group
Virtual-Professionals.com
Real Estate Virtual Assistant (REVA) Network
Work-the-Web
Free Worldwide Directories
Elite Office Support
Specialist Virtual Assistants Club
VA4U
Certification Programs
AssistU
IVAA
VA Certification
Books
Marketing Your VA Practice by Sharon B. Williams: Order the book at
http://www.the24hoursecretary.com
Up Close & Virtual: A Practical Guide to Starting Your Own Virtual Assistant
Business by Diana Ennen and Kelly Poelker
Source: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/71516
b.

Online Passive Income

What Is Passive Income?
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When I say passive income, I’m talking about what happens after you do the
hard work up front.
ie first you need to haul ass and do something crazy, eg write a quality 20,000
word ebook (insanely not passive hahahah), but then you get to sit back and
enjoy seeing PayPal sale messages pop up on your iPhone each morning as
sale after sale after sale is made…on an ongoing basis and without any
additional work. That’s some seriously Pina Colada flavored passive goodness!
As you can see passive income streams simply come from assets, and assets
are either bought with money (eg rental property) or in the case of most of the
ideas below, bought through sweat (eg ebook)!
Let’s Get Started…
1. Sell An Ebook
2. Create A Blog And Get The Affiliate Links Cranking
3. Sell An Online Course With Membership
4. Create A Comparison Site
5. Build An Ecommerce Store And Drop Ship
6. Put Together Static Guide Websites And Directly Sell Advertising Space
7. Create A Lead Capture Website For Real World Businesses
8. Build An Online Store For A Real World Service And Outsource The Work
9. Get An IPhone Or IPad App Built
10. Vending Machines, Games Machines, Laundromats, ATMs Etc
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11. Get A Rental Property
12. Setup Your Own YouTube Channel And Take The Adsense Share
13. Resell Online Products And Services
14. Build Up An Investment Portfolio
15. Write For Money, I Mean Adsense
16. Create A Niched Up Stock Content Library For Others To Use
17. Create Software Or A Simpler Online App
18. Make A Book Reviews Website
19. Make A Reseller Store And Hook It Up With Amazon
20. Buy And Rent Out Expensive Equipment, Tools Etc Again And Again
21. Become A Digital Publisher
22. Rent A Room, A Space, Anything
23. Unleash Your Inner Loan Shark On Peer-To-Peer Lending
24. Create, Manufacture And Sell Your Own Product, Gadget, Whatever
25. Buy An Existing Online Business
26. Compile And Organize Fragmented Public Domain Information
27. License Out Your Smart Ideas
28. Create A Business System And Franchise It Out
29. Sign Up To Solid Reward Or Discount Programs
30. Buy Bulk From Overseas And Sell It Down Via Ebay
31. Invest In A Real World Business As A Silent Partner
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32. Create A Deals Site For Your Niche
33. Design Tshirts, Mugs, Shot Glasses, Whatever And Sell Them Via An Online
Store Like Cafepress, Zazzle, etc
34. Create A Highly Niched Up Online Community And Market Place
35. Build A Niche Focused Jobs Board
36. Give All Your Content, Software, Plugins Etc Away For Free And Ask For A
Donation
37. Systematize, Automate And Outsource Any Active Business
38. Repackage Your Content Into A Structured Product

39.

Build A Niche Site Focused On Physical Products And Hook Up With

Amazon
40. Build A Mini E-University
41. Create A Podcast Or Video Based ‘Interview With Experts’ Series
42. Sell Merchandise On Your Blog
43. Buy Up Keyword Rich Domain Names
Source:

http://realpassiveincomeideas.com/43-best-passive-income-streams-

opportunities/
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Appendix H. Sample Virtual Assistant Training Questions and Answers
I. Course Outline
a. How many chapters are there in this training?
i. 4
ii. 6
iii. 5
b. What do you need in order to be prepared as a Virtual Assistant?
i. Skills, Home Office and Mindset
ii. Mindset only
iii. Home Office and Mindset only
II. BPO Industry
a. BPO Background and History
i. BPO is also known as __________.
1. Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES).
2. Information Technology
3. Business Enabled Services
ii. In the year 2000, the BPO industry accounted for 0.075% of the
country’s GDP
1. False
2. True
b. Two Types of Work Setup
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i. Office-based
1. Looking over the lists of pros and cons of working at home,
it’s easy to translate them into an understanding of the
benefits and negatives of having a brick and mortar space.
a. Advantage
b. Disadvantage
2. Commuting. You will have to commute and pay whatever
costs may be associated with that.
a. Advantage
b. Disadvantage
ii. Home-Based
1. A _________ is an office administration professional that
works from the comfort of their own home office or a leased
office space or anywhere they want to be! They are
generally sole traders, carrying their own ABN and working
the hours of their choosing.
a. secretary
b. personal assistant
c. virtual assistant
III. Virtual Assistant
a. Background of a VA
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i. Virtual Assistants consists of individuals as well as companies who
work remotely as __________, providing a wide range of products
and services both to businesses as well as consumers.
1. an employee
2. an independent professional
b. Reasons to Become a VA
i. How many reasons are there?
1. 10
2. 5
c. Advantages and Disadvantages of Becoming a VA
i. Usually there are no company tripping, Christmas party, exchange
gifts from employees, lunch dates with my office mates etc.
1. Advantage
2. Disadvantage
IV. Preparations to Become a VA
a. Skills, Specializations and Niches
i. He is responsible for search engine traffic
1. SEO virtual assistant
2. Project Management virtual assistant
169
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1. email, instant messaging, portfolio, social media profile,
file sharing, project management, special tools
2. website, games, video player, instant messaging, social
media profiles, viruses
ii. You must determine your work hours. Preferably, the hours of your
regular day when there are more distractions.
1. True
2. False
c. Mindset of a VA
i. Beliefs are formed by the way we speak to ourselves and from what
we internalize when we listen to what others say about us.
1. True
2. False
ii. What are the topics discussed in this lesson?
1. Thoughts and beliefs, virtual assistant mindset, habits,
and decisions
2. Habits and Decisions only
V. Looking for Work
a. Resume
i. To make improvements, start with your old resume but use a
________ instead of a generic title.
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1. Branding headline
2. Generic headline
ii. Most resume contain the following:


Objective



Highlights



____________



Summary

1. Work Experience
2. Trainings
b. Online Job Sites
i. Upwork is previously known as ________. This is one of the major
sources of online jobs around the world. There are so many online
jobs you can apply given that it fits your qualification.
1. Elance
2. Odesk
ii. This is another Pinoy online job portal. Another portal for
freelancers to find online jobs in the Philippines. Although it is not
exclusively for online jobs,

there are available virtual jobs to

choose from.
1. Onlinejobs.ph
2. Raket.ph
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c. Cover Letter
i. What are the three general types of cover letter?
1. application letter, resignation letter, followup letter
2. application letter, prospecting letter, networking letter
ii. A cover letter is a document sent with your resume to provide
additional information on your skills and experience.
1. True
2. False
d. The Job Interview for Virtual Assistants
i. Virtual job interview is done online using _______________.
1. Skype and other VoIPs
2. Email
ii. How to Prepare for an Online Job Interview: (Matching Type)
1. This is needed in case you need to take down notes
during the interview. = Notebook and pen
2. Sometimes your throat gets dry during the interview.
You must have this instead of chewing a gum. = Water
e. Job Offer
i. A _____________ between you and your virtual assistant or virtual
assistant company is worthwhile to have on file.
1. Resume
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2. Working agreement
ii. One important element of the virtual assistant contract is to specify
the nature of the working arrangement
1. True
2. False
VI. Work Proper
a. Best Practices
i. Match the following best practices.
1. I would be lost without my Outlook Calendar. = Not only
does it help me remember meetings dates/times, but I
also use it to keep track of project due dates and
milestones.
2. The #1 best practice for working with my clients is
organization. Staying organized! = I have to be
organized or I begin to feel overwhelmed.
ii. One of the best practices is the closed communication scheduled
on an irregular basis
1. True
2. False
b. Getting Paid
i. Invoicing
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FreshBooks



INTUIT



SageOne

1. True
2. False
ii. Match the Following
1. Payment Frequency = Weekly, Bi-weekly, Monthly,
Project-based
2. Payment Options = PayPal, Xoom, Western Union,
nTrust, Orbit Remit, Skrill, Money Bookers
VII.

The Next Level
a. Entrepreneurship
i. Do a market analysis. Find out the needs for your niche and focus
on how you'll apply that to your business.
1. True
2. False
ii. Determine your business niche-consider specializing in five
services.
1. True
2. False
b. Passive Income
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i. Passive income streams simply come from liabilities, and assets
are either bought with money (eg rental property) or in the case of
most of the ideas below, bought through sweat (eg ebook)!
1. True
2. False
ii. Build An Online Store For A Real World Service And Outsource
The Work
1. True
2. False
Note: For each question, the one in bold is the correct answer.
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Appendix I. Virtual Assistant Training Quizzes
The following questions for the quizzes for each chapter or module is arranged in an
outline format. Each question has one correct answer which is in bold letter format.
I. Course Outline
a. What are the lessons under the virtual assistant chapter?
i. Background and Reasons to Become a VA
ii. Background of a VA only
iii. Background of a VA, Reasons to Become a VA and
Advantages and Disadvantages of being a VA
b. What do you need to learn under the Work Proper chapter?
i. Best Practices
ii. How to Get Paid
iii. Both
c. What are the two types of work setup in the BPO Industry?
i. Office-based and Home-based
ii. Field work and Office-based
iii. Home-based and Field work
d. How many chapters are there aside from the outline?
i. 10
ii. 6
iii. 5
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e. What are the lessons under the Next Level chapter?
i. Entrepreneurship only
ii. Passive Income only
iii. Both
II. BPO Industry
a. ___________ is the contracting of non-primary business activities and
functions to a third-party provider. Its services include payroll, human
resources (HR), accounting and customer/call center relations.
i. Business Process Outsourcing
ii. Insourcing
iii. Outsourcing
b. In 1992, Frank Holz, under the ___________ group, created the first
contact center in the Philippines
i. Convergy’s
ii. Teletech
iii. Accenture
c. In 2001, PeopleSupport, a US-Based outsourcing center, restructured
their business, and moved their operations to the Philippines, providing
_____ jobs
i. 1,000
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ii. 8,400
iii. 3,000
d. One of the advantages of office-based work is ___________. You will
have more people around to fuel your creativity, more of those “happy
accidents” that sometimes happen just from talking with and being around
others.
i. Social energy
ii. Room for employees
iii. Professional front
e. One of the disadvantages of the office-based work is __________. You
may need to spend more on office-appropriate clothing.
i. Commuting
ii. Inconvenience
iii. Wardrobe budget
III. Virtual Assistant
a. Virtual Assistants are utilizing technology such as ______Skype as well as
Google Voice.
i. Skype
ii. Camfrog
iii. Chat Roulette
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b. Virtual Assistants consists of individuals as well as companies who work
remotely as _____________, providing a wide range of products and
services both to businesses as well as consumers.
i. An independent professional
ii. In-house staffs
iii. Employees
c. One of the reasons to become a VA is _______. If you dislike it when
people "kiss up" to the boss or throw their co-workers under the bus on
their way to the top, consider becoming a VA. You can avoid the politics,
gossip and drama.
i. Flexible hours
ii. No office politics
iii. Save commute time
d. Which of the following is a disadvantage of being a VA?
i. Own Schedule
ii. Get Multiple Jobs
iii. No Benefits and Bonuses
e. Which of the following is an advantage of being a VA?
i. Distracting
179
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IV. Preparations in Becoming a VA
a. You might also call this person a "Front End Developer", but the gist is
that this is the person that makes your website look beautiful.
i. Article Writer
ii. Tutor
iii. Web Designer
b. He is responsible for blog content creation, guest blogging, article
spinning, sales copy and editing.
i. Content Writer
ii. Graphic Artist
iii. Web Developer
c. At your home office setup, you must have a reliable ______, one that
works perfectly fine even after long hours of use.
i. Calculator
ii. Computer
iii. Smart phone
d. ________ are formed by the way we speak to ourselves and from what we
internalize when we listen to what others say about us.
i. Beliefs
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e. ______ is everywhere. At some point you are going to fail, and you have
to fail to learn and make progress.
i. Success
ii. Failure
iii. Habit
V. Looking for Work
a. You pass this to your prospective client together with your resume.
i. Cover letter
ii. Transcript of Records
iii. Resignation Letter
b. This is an online job portal where you can online jobs in the Philippines.
Although this has been acquired by Upwork, it’s another great website
where you can apply for online jobs.
i. Freelancer
ii. Elance
iii. Onlinjobs.ph
c. Most resumes of this type include headings such as:


__________



Highlights



Work Experience
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Summary
i. Objective
ii. Portfolio
iii. Cover Letter

d. In preparing for an online job interview, be sure to familiarize yourself with
_________. Read and understand it carefully. You need to assess the
type of person the company is looking for. From there, you can focus your
interview and prove to the recruiter that you are best fit for the post.
i. Job description
ii. Resume
iii. Disturbances
e. A _________ between you and your virtual assistant or virtual assistant
company is worthwhile to have on file.
i. Cover letter
ii. Interview
iii. Working agreement
VI. Work Proper
a. “The #1 best practice (in my opinion) is to become acquainted with the
client’s _______, attitude and expectations – that allows you to see if you
are both a good fit.” Jeanette Hughes Barnes
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i. Face
ii. Work style
iii. Voice
b. “My #1 best practice is ongoing, ________ scheduled on a regular basis.”
Michele Reynolds
i. Non-stop work
ii. Evaluation
iii. Open communication
c. “Using online _______ tools such as Basecamp or Google Docs is an
easy and efficient way to share project information, tasks and milestones:
from any place, any time!” Danielle Seville
i. VoIP
ii. Project management
iii. Chat
d. Payment Frequency


Weekly



Bi-weekly



Monthly



_________
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i. Bi-annual
ii. Yearly
iii. Project-based
e. Invoicing


FreshBooks



_________



SageOne
i. Microsoft Word
ii. INTUIT
iii. Spreadsheet

VII.

The Next Level
a. Do a _________. Find out the needs for your niche and focus on how
you'll apply that to your business.
i. Market analysis
ii. Calculation
iii. Evaluation
b. Examine your equipment, ________ and work space to ensure they meet
client needs.
i. Tools
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ii. Software
iii. Clothes
c. Decide just what type of _______ you want to offer, and analyze your
background to ensure you have adequate experience.
i. Tools
ii. Experience
iii. Services
d. As you can see ______ income streams simply come from assets, and
assets are either bought with money (eg rental property) or in the case of
most of the ideas below, bought through sweat (eg ebook)!
i. Active
ii. Passive
iii. Semi-active
e. Which of the following is an online passive income stream?
i. Online tutoring
ii. Work in an office
iii. Sell an e-book
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GLOSSARY
Animation software – a type of program that is used to create cartoon characters
that move and can be saved in video format.
BPO Industry – stands for business process outsourcing industry; the practice of
contracting third party service provider to accomplish the business goals.
Distance Education – a form of alternative education wherein the student and the
instructor are separated by time and space; in the modern sense, distance
education is synonymous to online education as the twenty-first century
technology empowers the course delivery through learning management
system and the internet.
Game-based Learning – the use of games to enhance learning.
Gamification – the use of game elements in non-game situations. It converts the
learning format into a game-like circumstance.
KPO – stands for knowledge process outsourcing; it is a subset of BPO wherein
high level of technical expertise is needed to conduct the business
process.
Learning Management System – a program or platform that is coded to make the
online course delivery efficient and does not require any programming
language.
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MOODLE – the short name for Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment. It is open source, free to use and has an active online
community support with hundreds of plugins.
Online Education – synonymous to distance education but it is more specific as it
makes use of the computers and the internet.
Open Source – software with publicly-accessible code and any programmer can
contribute in developing it further.
Plugins – small piece of software or codes that can extend the functionalities of
certain software.
Screencast – a type of software or application that records the screen of the
device. It is normally used for recording computer tutorials, screen sharing
and live streaming of games and software.
Virtual Assistant – a home based business process outsourcing professional who
conducts his own services as an independent third party service provider.
Virtual Reality – a copy of the real world in terms of the existence of the online
alternate reality which exists through the computer and internet.
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DOCUMENTS WITH PICTURES
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Typing the Thesis Documentation at NATLI

Thesis Work Area at Home

Doing the Thesis at Home
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Thesis Panel Defense with the Panel Members (from left):
Mrs. Christine Vingson, Ms. Sheryl Dela Cruz, Mr. Paulo Valdoz, Mr. Reinhard
Valdoz, Mr. Vicente Anacta Jr., Ms. Venus Siena

Thesis Presentation in Front of Panel Members
Source: Miss Venus Siena
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For complete documentation, the tutorial videos are available at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCohCqvzk2eR-4k2nrso7WGg
And also accessible in the accompanying DVD to the manuscript
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2989 Kaimito St., Makiling Subd., Anos, Los Baños, Laguna
639172051675
lopez.michael.ada@gmail.com/michael.ada.lopez@hotmail.com
OBJECTIVE: Work with a company that utilizes my education, skills and experience to help it in achieving its goals
WORK EXPERIENCE:
New York Sari-Sari Store Inc.
On-the-Job Trainee
2016 to 2017
Freelance Cosplay Model
(Parties and Events)
January 2014 to Present
Logo Design Guarantee
http://www.logodesignguarantee.com
Marketing staff promoted to Assistant
Marketing Manager
2012 to 2013
Stefan V. via Contact Center Writing
And Translation – Odesk Agency
Copywriter, Researcher, Writer, Website
Maintenance
October 2012 to March 2013
Venchito Tampon Jr. – Project Manager
Article Writer, Social Media Specialist
October 2012 to March 2013

Online Group http://www.onlinejobsphilippines.com/
Part-time Online Forum Poster/Moderator
2012 to 2013
ElbiSkwela Tutorial and Learning Center
El Danda, Los Banos, Laguna
Part-time UPCAT Review and Elementary
School Tutor
2012 to 2013
Research Addicts – Research Writing Group
Academic Researcher
2011 to 2012
Essays.ph by Wooka Interactive
Unit 1911, 19th flr. Cityland 10 Tower 2, Valero
St. Salcedo Makati City, Metro Manila,
Philippines - http://www.essays.ph/
Part-time Home-based Website Article Writer
2011 to 2012

Rochelle Abrigo – Project Manager
Article Writer
2012

RareJob Philippines Inc.
Quezon Avenue, South Triangle, Quezon City,
Metro Manila, Philippines http://www.rarejob.com/professional/
Part-time Home-based Online English Tutor
2011 to 2012

Freelance Virtual Assistant
Marketing, Research, Website Maintenance,
Education
2011 to 2016

DXN International
Los Baños, Laguna
Independent Distributor
(Sales Manager Position)
2009 to 2010

Online Job Philippines

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:
Business Information Management
Saturday Class
New Alabang Technical Learning Institute
South Station, Alabang, Muntinlupa City

2015 to Present
English Proficiency Program
Power Skills Technical Center

Calamba, Laguna
2015 to 2016
Tourism
Montessori Professional College
Calamba, Laguna
2015 to 2017
Sociology (Distance Education)
CAP College Foundation
VA Rufino St., Legaspi Village,
Makati City
2016 to 2017
Certified Digital Marketer Program
Ateneo de Manila University
Katipunan Ave., Quezon City
2012 to 2014
Psychology
CAP College Foundation
VA Rufino St., Legaspi Village, Makati City
AWARDS:
Best in C++ Programming
New Alabang Technical and Learning Institute
2016
Cosplayers in Pinoy Henyo
Eat Bulaga
2015
Best Male Cosplayer
Cosplayer’s Debut Party
Pampanga
2015
Best in Customized Cosplay Costume
MATA EXPO
One Esplanade Hall, SM Mall of Asia
2015

2013 to 2016
Business Administration Major in Management
(Third Year Standing)
Asian Institute for Distance Education
Perea St., Makati City, Philippines
2010 to 2012
University of the Philippines Open University
Los Banos, Laguna
Personal Entrepreneurial Development
2011
Biology Major in Ecology
(Third Year Standing)
University of the Philippines Los Baños
College, Laguna, Philippines
2007 to 2010
High School
University of the Philippines Rural High School
Paciano Rizal, Bay, Laguna
2003 to 2007

2014
First Runner Up
Impromptu Speech Contest
Toast Master’s Los Banos
International Rice Research Institute
2013
2nd Runner Up and Best Team Picture
Award (BIO 150 GH-2L)
Eco-amazing Race 2009
Institute of Biological Sciences, UPLB
2009
Champion (Team No MSG)
Biology 2 and 3 Quiz Contest
Philobioscientia
University of the Philippines Los Baños
2008

Top 10 Finalist
Cosplay Costume of the Year Men’s Category
2015
Featured in Otaku Asia Magazine
2015

2nd Runner-up (Team Graphito)
Chem 16 Inter-laboratory Quiz Contest
University of the Philippines Los Baños
2007

Cosplay Guesting
The Ryzza Mae Show
Halloween Special 2015

Graduate with Honors
University of the Philippines Rural High School
2007

Dekora Harajuku Japanese Street Fashion
Kawaii in Manila
Featured in Otaku Asia Magazine

Service Award (Gawad Lingkod)
University of the Philippines Rural High School
2007

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
STCJP Parish Youth Commission
Sports Committee Member
November 2010 to March 2011
STCJP Parish Youth Commission
Apologetics Committee Member
St. Therese of the Child Jesus Parish, College,
Laguna
November 2010 to March 2011

St. Therese of the Child Jesus Parish, College,
Laguna
June 2007 to March 2011
STATE-LB (Table Tennis Club)
Member
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2005 to March 2009

UPLB Negosyantes
President
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2009 to March 2010

UPRHS Dance Troupe
Member
University of the Philippines Rural High School
June 2006 to March 2007

UP Ecological and Systematics Majors Students
Society
First Batch Member
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2009 to March 2010

UPRHS Glee Club
Bass Member
University of the Philippines Rural High School
June 2005 to March 2007

Philobioscientia: The UPLB Life Sciences
Society
Member
University of the Philippines Los Baños
February 2008 to March 2010
Samahang Layb Member
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2008 to March 2010
Youth for Christ UPLB
Member
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2008 to March 2009
Ugnayan ng Pahinungod
National Service Training Program Facilitator
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2008 to March 2009
University Student Council Volunteer Corps
USC Volunteer
University of the Philippines Los Baños
June 2007 to March 2008

STCJP Kalakbay sa Kampus Ministry
Liturgical Head

UPRHS Filipino Agricultural Scientists of
Tomorrow
President
University of the Philippines Rural High School
June 2006 to March 2007
Member
June 2003 to March 2006
UPRHS Journalism Circle
Article Writer
University of the Philippines Rural High School
November 2004 to March 2007
UPRHS Peer Facilitators’ Circle
Member
University of the Philippines Rural High School
June 2006 to March 2007
The Adventures of Pilandok
UPRHS Speech and Dramatics Club Stage
Production
Cast – Main Antagonist
University of the Philippines Rural High School
September to December 2006
Piano Lessons and Recitals
Edsel Music Studio Los Banos
Los Baños, Laguna
July 2004 to May 2008

ATTENDED TRAININGS:
Trip to Elbi with Boy Abunda Part I and II
Workshop on Hosting and In-Depth Interviewing
University of the Philipines Community
Broadcasters’ Society

September 13, 2010 and November 22, 2010
RICH Leadership: Blueprint to Successful Career
Leadership Training Seminar

University of the Philippines Alliance of
Chemical Engineering Students
August 26, 2010
Collective Praxis
Leadership Training Seminar
College of Development Communication Student
Council
December 8, 2008
Fundamentals of Investments
Mr. Aligetty C. Gonzales
ACCI Auditorium, University of the Philippines
Los Baños
September 17, 2010
Entrepreneurship: Creating Jobs, Uplifting the
Economy
Entrepreneurship Seminar
University of the Philippines Junior Executive
Society
September 8, 2010
Sustainable Management of Moko and Bugtok
Diseases of Banana
Dr. Marina Natural
Searca Drilon Hall, College, Laguna
September 14, 2010

New Developments in the Management of Rice
Black Bugs in the Philippines
SEARCA Agricultural Development Series
Searca, College, Laguna
August 31, 2010
Nanotechnology: Opportunities and Uncertainties
Nanotechnology Seminar
University of the Philippines Alliance of
Chemical Engineering Students
August 31, 2010
Productivity and Technical Efficiency of
Eggplant Farms in Selected Provinces of the
Philippines
Prof. Cesar Quicoy
SEARCA, College, Laguna
August 24, 2010
Talak at Mulat: Ang Kulturang Jejemon at ang
Lipunang Pilipino
Filipino Subculture Symposium
Kapatirang Plebeians
August 24, 2010
Impact of Climate Change on Indigenous Plants
in the Cordilleras
Institute of Biological Science Lecture Hall
Main, College, Laguna
August 23, 2010

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Age: 26 yrs Old
Height: 5’10
Weight: 126 lbs.
Religion: Catholic
Birthday: March 11, 1991
CHARACTER REFERENCE:
Kristine Almazan
Basic English Proficiency Instructor
Power Skills Technical Training Center
Calamba, Laguna
(Contact details available upon request)
Jeofrey Jay Pasana
Owner, New York Sari Sari Store Inc.
New York, USA
(contact details available upon request)

I hereby certify that the above information is true the best of my knowledge and skills.

MICHAEL A. LOPEZ
Applicant

